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"There are no good times to be
black in America, but some times
are worse than others."

-David Bradley

New administrator Security wages protes~ for
to innovate change better campus conditions
By Ayoka Campbell

By Linda Jones

Hilltop Staff Writer

Planning to make major changes in ground maintenance and customer service, the new vice president for

administration said he is ''interested in developing
partnerships with the students to help us tum this place
around. We have people pulling in too m&ny directions.''
Jack Hall is on the cabinet level with oversight

responsibilities for the office of

H~man

Resources,

Physical Facilities Maintenance, th~ television and
radio stations. WHMM Channel 32 and WHUR FM
(96.3) and Cramton Auditorium.
The repaired chained fences and new security lights
on campus are minor adjustments included in his plan.
Besides improving parking, lighting and making major
building repairs, Hall said he wants to give the main
campus a face-lift. He feels the main campus could
look just as good as the east and west campuses.
Before coming to the University, Hall was the
deputy assistant secretary for administration at the
Smithsonian In stitution. While there, he worked in
aichitectural history, environmental management and
historic preservation. He said his former jobs complement what he is responsible for now.
''My approach is to look at and study where we are,
what we need and to make decisions. I cannot confirm,
but I suspect that we have not kept pace with technology or private industry," Hall said.
In the Office of Human Resources, Hall is working
to introduce new changes in screening the students that
come to the University. They are looking for quality
workers as well . This idea is to improve customary
service.

please see Administrator, page A9

Arts & Science conference
set to inspire young women
•

By Allya Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
Young women from 13
area high sc hool s will get a
chance to learn from and interact
with more lhan 20' ''sisters·· who
have '' made it," at the ''Sisters,
Let's Talk ,'" Woman to Woman
Conference Feb. 23, in the
Armour J. Blackburn University
Center. The program will be
sponsored by the School of Arts
and Sciences and Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Inc., Alpha chap\er.
•
Noni Ellison , president
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, describes the conference as a ''ce lebrati o n of ourselves.'' The conference will recognize each woman a nd the
excellence she achieved in her

de11ts can attend the opening <1.9d
closing ce remonies from 10:30
a.n1. - l l :30 a.m. in Cramton
Auditorium and 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in Blackburn , re spec ti vely.
However, only the students from
the high schools can attCnd the
workshops.
The organizations targeted black high school seniors to
keep them. out of the rut many of
them seem to fall into, such as
unplanned pregnancies and low
se lf-es teem, Ellison said. She

added that one does not need to
know the st ati st ics to see th at
some black women need assistance. ''We are tryi11 g to be the
last step to pu sh them from high
sc hoo l to co llege , or whatever
their next step may be," she said.
According to Kri s tin
Finney, high school coordinator,
the students see m excited about
the prospect of meeting famous
black women they have either
read about or watched on televi•
sion.

By Portia Bruner
Hilltop Staff Writer

Engineering. The students, most from pre-

Howard University stu- dominantly white high schools, expressed

and Baahaan Prewitt
Hilltop Staff Wnters
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In a protest against the /'
admini stration concerning
Howard University's safety and
security, 45 members of the '
Metropolitan Special Police
Officers' Federation (MSPOF)
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marched to bring their concerns
to PresidCnt Dr. Franklyn G.
Jenifer.
Matching up Barry Place
and
Georgia
Avenue
Wedne sday afternoon, the

members of MSPOF urged
University Students to join the
.march if they felt they were not
photos by Chuck Emory
safe on campus.
Members of Howard University's security force ask for
''Crimes are steadily increassupport from students and administration.
ing and the number of police
''President Jenifer read our aware that the campus is unsafe
officers are getting smaller and
lips , no more lie s,. tell the and crime infested.
smaller," said Michael Henson,
truth ,'' c hanted the crowd of
''I think it's great that the
president of the MSPOF.
officers. Jenifer was unavail- security want to work with stuThe campus police, traffi c
dents . I know someone who
able for comment.
and parking department and
·
Henson provided the was raped jogging around the
se c urity
for
field on camH owa rd
•
pus last year,''
University
s a i d
Ho spital
are
Desneilea
repre se nted by
Camp,
a
t
h
e
South African
Metropolitan
student in the
Special Police
School
0
Officers'
Business.
Federatio n
/ 1-{enson
(MSPOF).
stated next
that the camWednesday
pu s
police
afternoon the
will
not
cam pu s police
remai n silent
marched
from
•
on
their
the
Howar d
demand s to
Universi t y
Jenifer 's
Service Ce nter
administration
on l 0th Street to
and ignore the
t
h
e Michael Henson, MSPOF president tries to bring security's
people that
Administration demands to the attention of President Franklyn Jenifer.
are victimized
Building.
students and faculty surround- by the crime on campus.
The crowd marched from
ing the group of officers with
Third , the campus police
the Howard University Service
the union's four rea so ns for want students to remain con·
Center on I 0th Street to th e
protesting. Their first concern sc iou s that there is a lack o
Administratioo 'Building.
was that the student s and adequate security.
When they arrived, Hen so n
tried to present Jenifer 's office workers of Howar please see Protest, page A9
U niversi ty should be
·
with a list of their demands .
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their new views of historically black colleges.
''Being here at Howard totally dispels
the myth about black colleges not being as
efficient as white colleges. I didn' t know
they would have everything you need here
in one institution," said Jamal Harris of
Piscataway, New Jersey.
In their essays, most of the students
expressed a desire to attend predominantly
white universities after graduation. They
said their recent exposure to the black college environment has them reconsidering
where to pursue their college ambitions.
''When I was getting read}t to go to col·
lege, no one said anything to me about
black colleges. I didn't even know they
existed. It's important that you all take
advantage of what Our schools have to
offer our people," she told the group.
''You guys have to ask yourself what
you're looking for in a school. Is it more
important to be at a college that just meets
your academic needs or is it more impertant to be at a college that provides total
cultural, personal and academic growth?''
Lewis asked.
First-year en~eering graduate student
Jerome Coleman expanded on Lewis'
words telling the students not to be fooled

by the notion that HBCUs have nothing to
offer.
''You have to bust your butt even hard-

•

I
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Howard University opens arms to McDonald's Black History Makers

A group of young black history makers
are in town, but they haven't really made
history - yet.
field.
· Ten high school juniors from across the
Another critical point of country are touring Washington , DC as
the conference is expected to be the winners of McDonald 's 1993 Black
the teaching of leadership ski lls History Makers of Tomorrow (BHMOT)
to high school seniors. They will essay competition.
learn about women's issues from
The McDonald's Corporation is honorCathy Brown, an AME Minister ing the students at the McDonald's
in Washington, D.C. and a profes- Leadership Conference February 17-21 .
sor
in
the
School
of And actress Dawnn Lewis is with them as
Communications; reclaiming the the 1993 BHMOT national spokesperson.
African American Community
As a part of the conference, winners
from Alfreda Pinkston, an educa- Aimee Alexander, Jamal Harris, Saptosa
tor and civic activist from Ft. Foster, Ryan Vertner, Carmen Alexander,
Lauderdale, Florida; and making Trinec Jojnson, Edward Hale, Rashidah
the right choice from Terri Crook, Goodwin, Aima Ahi;inkhai and David T.
an actress, dancer and comedian Slade were formally introdu\:ed to
from Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; just to Howard University.
to name a few. They will also
President Frank.1yn G . Jenifer welhear from Shari Headley, who comed the students at the recruitment sesappears in "All My Children" and sion yesterday and emphasized the imporstarred in the movie ''Coming to tance of attending a historically black
America;'' Susan Taylor, editor- institution.
in-Chief of Essence magazine;
After the morning campus tour, Dawn
and Terrie Williams, president of Lewis - of ''A Different World'' and
the Terrie Williams Agency, a "Hangin• With Mr. Cooper" - lead a rap
public relations firm whos.e session with the group in the School of

clients include Eddie Murphy.

February 19, 1993

'

er at a black university because you have
to learn, plus you have to prove the value
of your education after you leave [a black
university] ," Coleman said.
.
.
Lewis also told the teens to pt~k their
own role models as they ·pursue therr work
as black history makers .
''You can't let all of the musicians,
athletes and entertainers be your
guides," she said. ''There are a lot o
black history makers out there-doctors, lawyers, teachers- who don't get
enough credit for their work."
The rap session was taped by Black
Entertainment Television's talk show
Teen Summit. The students will discuss their winning essays and elaborate
on their endeavors to make history
when the show airs lives this Saturday,
according to Teen Summit Associate
Producer Yvette Young.
In their essays, the students
expressed desires to becomes reformers in the fields of education, healthcare and politics. All identified the lack
of adequate education in inner-city
and other public schools as the major
factor contributing to the struggles of
blacks.
In an interview, Lewis said it's
important for her to to make a con-

''I have a commitment and a special

place .in my heart for my yo~ng broth~rs
and sisters. So I make the ,time to_give
thes~ ~nd of projects my full attention. I
do~ t JUSt w~t to ~ho"". up, I want to make
a difference, Lewis said.

photo by Cherrelle Robinson

scious effort to encourage black Dawn Lewis shared her support for HBCUI durtng
youth.
a luncheon at the Howard Inn during their vtslt.
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'NOi' denies involvement in Malcolm X's death
The Nation of Islam under the

government of the United States
of America is responsible for the
death <>f Malcolm X_on February
25, 1965," charged the fiery

''We have no reason to lie to
you. If we. had killed him we
wouldn't run from you. We'd
look you in the face and say,

leadership of the Honorable

Khallid Muhammad to a packed

'Yeah, we killed him. Now what

Elijah Muhammad did not kill

crowd at the Armour J. Blackbum

Malcolm X. Dr. Khallid Abdul

Center Ballroom.

Muhammad said Tuesday at one
of the first press conferences
since the NOI's leader Minister

Muhammad, who is the
national assistant to Farrakhan,
said that the Nation has nothing

the hell are you going to do about
it?' We are not afraid to take
responsibility for our actions.
But we did not kill Malcolm X,"

Louis Farrakhan lifted the

to hide about Malcolm's assassi-

Nation's speech ban.

nation.

By Port11 Bruner
Hilltop Staff Writer

he added.
For more than two hours,
Muhammad, the keynote speaker

"It is my firm belief that the

at thC forum titled ''Malcolm X:
The Man, His Mentor, His
Message, His Meaning, His
Murder, The Movie," detailed the
events leading up to Malcolm's
death. He also addressed Spike
Lee's depiction of those events.
''You have heard what every
hooked nose, bagel eatin' Jew

••• a number of
''Uncle Toms and
chicken-hearted
niggas'' joined
the NOi just to
infiltrate it.
--Khallid
Muhammad

Khallld Muhammad delivers fiery words to Tuesday's crowd.
and after the release of Lee's film.
Rashid Dixon, a resident of the
District of Columbia in attendance for the lecture, said he was

happy to finally hear the NOl's
point of view on the life and

death of Malcolm.

photos by Chuck Emory

Members of the Nation of Islam stand at attention as Muhammad breaks 90 days of silence.

·a nd white man has to say about
our brother, but you haven't heard
what we have to say,"
Muhammad said referring to the
media's numerous and, according
to Muhammad, slanted reports
and :documentaries created before

Hilltop Staff Writer

tional committee was appointed by
HUSA President Ivan K. Hopkins

respect for HUSA officers and

senior in the College of Arts and

•

what they do.
One HUSA staff member even
went so far as to use profanity to
express her dissatisfaction over the

Sciences, the new constitution is
just a framework for a revised student govemrilent.
''What we attempted to do as an
evaluation committee was to give
student government what they say
they wanted in the past two y{ars,"
Thompson said.
The new constitution establishes three branches of government:
the Student Senate, the executive,
branch and the appellate court.
The executive officers of HUSA
are: president, vice-president,
financial advisor and executive
secretary. The student senate

--

actions of the General Assembly.
Tempers flared as General
Assembly members debated over
the scheduling of meetings to
appropriate funds to campus-wide
organizations. According to
• HUSA Financial Advisor Kizzie
R. Bozeman, the deadline for organizations to submit applications for
funding was Feb. 5.
However, Bozeman had been
ac~pting applications up until :the
day of the General Assembly
meeting. Kevin Branch, represen-

tative of the School of Engineering
stated that the application form

was not readily available to all
organiz.ations and the deadline was
extended until 5 p.m. on Feb. 22. ·

Although this outburst occurred
at the end of the meeting, the first
indication of dissension between

HUSA and the General Assembly
was when HUSA presented a new
HUSA constitution. A constitu-

would combine the Undergraduate
Student Assembly (UGSA) and the
Graduate

Stud~nt

Assembly

(GSA). The appellate court would
comprise nine justices appointed

by the president and confirmed by
the Student Senate.
''(The constitution) creates a
stronger working force between
the undergraduates and the graduates," Thompson said. ''We
didn't try to strip you from your
power. We want to make you the

sole legislature of this Unive"ity,"

please see Islam pg. A9
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graduate to funue law school grad·

By Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

members stonned out of a General
Assembly meeting on Wednesday
stating students don't have any

Student Association (HUSA) staff

spiracy, he gave th~ crowd a
question to consider.

•

last sen:iester.
The committee consists of students who are not elected officials,
but involved in student government. According to Constitution
Chairman Althonder Thompson, a

Two Howard University

Malcolm was killed. Implying
that Malcolm's death was a con-

Programs to pay
tribute to Marshall

HUSA members say
they get no 'respect,'
~ .
storm from meeting
By Erika Gravett

''He was very enlightening. I'm not going to say I
believe or disbelieve everything
he said. But at least I now have
some new facts to go away with
and evalu<ite. He brought some
things to my attention that I didn't

know," Dixon said.
According
to
'
Muhammad, the New York Times
reported that there were two
undercover sergeants and 13
undercover police officers present
in the audience at the Audobon
Theater in Harlem, the day

•

-

-..

photo by Ayoka Campbell

Student leaders attempt to revise HUSA's constitution.
he said.
According to Hopkins, the new
constitution would allow the students to have a greater impact on
University-wide matters.
alter its structure. The student
government must be prepared to

constitution on Feb. 24 after
reviewing the document with student council members of their
respective schools and colleges.
HUSA also presented a budget
for three programs to the General
Assembly members. In celebration of Black History Month,

deal with change," Hopkins said.

HUSA will sponsor a Candlelight

''As representativ.e.s, you should
know that security held a protest
and plans to strike. Our structure
doesn't allow us to effectively
have an impact on issues of that
magnitude," Hopkins added.
However, some members of the
General Assembly failed to see
how the new constitution will
allow students to have more input
in administrative decisions.
General Assembly members
will meet again to discuss the new

Vigil on Feb. 24 at 7:00 p.m. on

"Our Unive"ity will radically

The death of Thurgood Marshall
(1908-1993) will bring several pro-

Although Marshall will he hon·
ored at HUSA's candleligh\ vigil

grams to his alma mater to remember the man and celebrate hi s
achievements.
''A Tribute to Thurgood
Marshall: Continuing the Legacy''
is sponsored by the Howard
University Law School s tu~ent
council and ''Embracing Our Past,
Reaching Our Future'' by the
Howard UniversitY Student
Association (HUSA).
''A Tribute to Thurgood
Marshall: Continuing the Legacy''
will take place in Cramton
Auditorium on Monday at 7 p.m.
President Franklin Jenifer will
preside over the evening's events
and the celebration of this former
Supreme Court justice will close
with remarks from Dean Henry
Ramsey of the University Law
School. Other speakers for the
memorial include keynote speaker
Appellate Federal Judge Leon

''Embracing Our Past, Reaching
Our Destiny,'' the event was
designed for students to remember
all of those who made an impact on
their lives.
''This is a dedication for all
those in attendance who .have
someone or had someone who was
instrumental in their Jives;'' said
Althonder Thompson, administrative assistant to the HUSAi president.
The ceremony will begin next
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. on "the

the Yard. HUSA will also sponsor Higgenbothem and Elaine Jones of
a bus trip to the Middle Eastern
Athletic Conference Tournament
Mar. 5-7, in addition to producing
the Synergizer, a publication
updating student government and
campus organization activities.
The budgets for the programs
are $468, $3,179 and $1591.37,
respectively. The next General
Assembly meeting is scheduled for
Mar. 17.

uates, since Marshall was a .graduate of Howard's law school. 1

the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
''Our purpose is to recognize thC
legacy of Thurgood Marshall and
make sure it continues to the next
generation,'' said Shelly Ann
Panton. chairperson of the media
committee of this program.
Law students will address the
idea of passing the torch from our

yard."

The vigil will feature an address

by HUSA President Ivan Hopkins,
a poetry reading and a musical per·
fonnance.

"We should remember all of the
people who have enhanced our
lives up until now," Tiphanie
Scroggins, whose poetry will be
featured, said. ''We need tp start
appreciating those who have :helped
us · and begin the rebirth .pf the
extended family and bring ~very
one back together.''
This is an event that llUSA
would like to see become an annual

Black History Month tribute.
However, Scroggins feels that
remembering and appreciating is
something that should be ongoing,
not just one month out of the year..

•

Students vie for best roon1s
in campus housing lottery
By Ayoka Cempboll
Hilltop Staff Writer

This time every year, students
living .in university housing vie for
their donn of choice in the annual
housing lottery, fonnerly known as
the Room and Verification Plan

(RSVP). The lottery will be held
in residence halls on Saturday.
Because of the University's funited housing space, administrators
said the lottery allows the students
a fair chance to reside in certain
dormitories. Students can live in
housing close to classes, such as
the Bethune or Cooke Hall dorms,
or apartment-style, off-campus

housing like Sutton Plaza and Eton
Plaza, equipped with cooking
facilities and free shuttle .bus trans-

portation.
William Keene, dean of the
Office of Residence Life, said
changes in the lottery system are

making things run much smoother.
''We are doing it on the theory
of former practice and experience," Keene explained. ''The
RSVP attempts to give everyone a
shot [for the dorms of their
choice]. We've been able to handle most of the problems that
occur. We're also trying to do it
this year without a waiting list,"
Keene said.
In the past. the waiting list was
used when there were more people
than spaces available. Keene said
there were many vacancies in dormitories this year and he expects
more space this year.
'The lottery is an OK system,"
said ' Sheyonn Logan, a senior
majoring in civil engineering, ''but
I don't understand when they say
there'~ limited space and yet we
have all these empty donn rooms.''
All current freshman who do
not live within a 25-mile radius are
required to stay in university hous-

ing. Other continuing students
who want to participate in the lottery must obtain forms from the
Off-Campus Housing Office.
Students who select Bethune
and Cook Hall will be required to
be on the meal plan.
The actual drawing for the lottery will be held on Feb. 23 in the
Baldwin Lounge for the women
and in the Residence Life
Conference Room for men.
When .s tudents receive their
room assignments, they are
required to pay a fee of $100 by
April I; however, those who are
assigned to the Howard Plaza
Towers must pay a separate application fee.
The Towers is labeled by refer-

!1 :111 d&nileDIP of llo"lllll Uniraaity home..,.._
,, 1 El • • • llOt only had to . . . wilb waiti"I
for tictot or ft dins a teat, they now
• D4hY ''a'rJe to face uel ..,. get to BWT

... Ii?••
-

.........,..,.AICbn. .
IP 1'I Jt Si I I l:Zlo A'W d; Dlnw111,
'r 111111:11 h-t1 ·11t" mll"mlafdle
liJIK. :·1 J lllJJ' gl1ita .,..., . . .

....

ral only on the RSVP form. The
names of those who are selected
through the drawing for the

Howard Plaza Towe" will be sent
to them.
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Should campus organizations auction students for fund-raising?
''I don' t see the equivalence. I think. [orga'niz.ations such as NIA F.O.R.C.E] are taking it to the extreme. [The student organizations] are just trying to have a little fun.
It's like the Male Revue."

'No. The principle that underlines the idea
of the auction-when the object being sold
is a human being- is wrong. We should
not go back to those concepts, fu n or not.

'There are too many other legitimate ways

'

"I don't - ID)'lhiag wrong wjth Iha< as
long as it's a fund-railer and as long as it' s
done with caste. It's radical to lltinlc it' s
relared to slavery."

•Eva Gre!ne

to raise money."

~

Cheryl Flowe

Pre-Pbarmacy

Junior, Psychology

Chuck DeBose
Senior, Political Science

they can' t socialize."

''If someone looks at it from the nature of NIA
F.O .R.C.E, then it's serious. However, if it' s a
way two people can get together for dinner, it's a
fun thing. It depends on how you look at it. It
doesn' t necessarily mean 'I own you."'

Terence Outlaw
Sophomore, Marketing

Calcle Cooper
Sophomore, International Business

''No. because the simple fac t is that there's
no price on life. It's not helping the social
life at Howard. How can you mimic slavery? It's [the organization" s] problem if

compiled by Larry W. Brown

photos by Michael Harris

University assists deaf students with college transition
By Valarie Williams
Writer

Hilltop Staff

en Claudia

,

A light notifying Gordon when
someone is knocking on her door '
was also insta lled into Bethune
Hall by the Office for Special
Student Services.
''Special Student Services are
very i1n.portant. I think all student s with disabi lities sho uld
make them se lves known so that
th e University can provide those
suppo11 services that would ensure
Device for the Deaf (TDD) was their (t he student s') succe ss,"
installed at the front de sk, even Johns added.
though she had her own. The
Gordon said that a lot of hearsame procedure was repeated this
ing people stereotype deaf people
scl1ool year when Gordon moved
and see thern for what they can not
into Bethune Hall.
The TDD is si milar to a type- do. in ~ f~ad of' what they.can do. In
writer and allows Gordon to make additio n. Gordon sai d that thi s
and receive phone calls via a relay stc reotypi11g 111akes her up se t
'because she knows th at she is
service.
capable (of vari.ous tasks).

The Office for Special Student
Services, run by Dean Vincent
Johns, provides free interpret ing
services for the University's hearing-impaired students, not only for
classes, but also for ex tra-curricular activities.
''The interpreter is really helpful because no matter l1 ow well
one can lip read. there will always
be times when it is not effec1ive in
a classrOOIJl because teachers don't
face the class all the tin1e,''
Gordon said.
Currently, Gorclo11, a sophomore majoring in politic<ll science.
is the only hearing-in1paired stlldent at the University. However.
eight hearin g-i mpaired students
were in attendance last year. In
addition. three exchange students

Gordon,
a
hearing impaired student, ' wanted
to attend last year's Homecoming
activities, she did so with the help
of an interpreter.
Howard
University provides Gordon with
an interpreter for her classes as
well.
· Tucked neatly in a comer on
, the second floor of the
Adm inistration Buildi ng is an
office that caters to those
University students with special
needs such as Gordon.

Gordon's desire to educate the side of schoo l, bu t there will
heari ng com mun ity of the deaf always be someone to communiculture prompted her to begin a . cate with who is hearing-impaired

from Gal laudet University attended the university last se me ster,
while two students came last summer.
According to John s , the
University ha s even provided
in terpreting se rvi c ~ s for two
prospective deaf studerits.
When Gordon moved into the
Harriet Tubman Quad rangle last
ye ar, a Telecommunication s

Sign Language Club with the help

if one knows sign language.

of her frierid, Michelle Skeete, a
''To me, sign language is anothhearing student majoring in com- er form of commu nication . I
mun ications sciences and disor- joined the club because I always
ders.
had an interest in it," said Tayari
One of the purposes of the club Hargrow, a sophomore majoring in
is to remove some of lhe barriers . mechanical engineering.
that separate the hearing and deaf
The Sign Language Club meets
communities.
every Monday aL 6:00 p.m. in the
'The more people having the Conferen ce Roo in of Bethune
ability to sign , the narrower the Hall.
gap between the hearing and deaf
For those interested in taking
worlds will be," Gordon ~said.
formal classes in American Sign
Skeete said tha:t many students Language, the Sc hool of
are eager to learn Spa nis h and Continuing Education offers both
French when they may never get beginning and inte rmediate level
the opportunity to use them out- courses.
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The Clinton administration has
relented this week on the ban of Haitian
immigrants stating that it plan s to ''lift
the current ban on t.r avel and immigration
to the United States by foreign nationals
with HIV." This has occurred as a result
of the pressure that President Bill Clinton
has received from certain groups, including Jesse Jacson's Rainbow Coalition, in
the United States to keep his campaign
promise on lifting the ban . Al so, the
hunger protests of the Haitian refugees at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, a United States
military station , have added to the
embarrass ment of the Clinton ad1ninistra tion .
Approximately 200 o f th e 26 7
Haitian refugee s at Guantan a mo ·Bay
have been engaged in a hun ger strike tq
protest the United States' policy of deny ing them asylum, either for political or
health reason s. The hunger strike has
been in effect for just o ver two weeks to
highlight the Haitians' determination to
enter the United States or ''die trying,"
stranded in a no-ffian ' s land unable to go
forward and unable to return home. In
fact , this strike comes after many of the
Haitian s have been s tr a nded in
Guantanam o Bay for between o ne and
two years.
Perh a ps on e's gut reaction is to
state that any foreigner with the AIDS
virus should not be given asylum in this
country for any reason . But the United
States' own Publi c l:fealth Service has
declared that AIDS should be stricken
from th e In1migration 's Department

excludaDle diseases list because it is not
easily spread. Also, deciding that HIV
· positive Haitian immigrants should
remain outside. of our borders is really
the same as. sentencing them to fast,
painful deaths without any health care.
Remember, Haiti is one of the poorest
countries in the Western Hemisphere
unable to provide for the most basic
needs of its people.
As it stands., current United
States' immigration policy has recently
shown frightening racialistic preferences
against people of color. For example, in
I 991. 112 ,811 refugees were admitted to
the United States. Of that number only
4 ,424 were from Africa (The Hilltop
2/ 19/93) . This policy is one which the
United States Coast Guard has
. been.
doggedly enforcing throughout the
Reagan and Bush administrations.
We. think that policy needs to end,
and President Clinton should keep his
campaign pledge. To do otherwise, that
is, to continue to enforce obviously lopsided immigration which penalizes the
Haitian s and fails to take into account
their political and health-related condition s, is to confirm the image of this
country as a staunchly racist entity able
to di smantle its promises whenever convenient.
We recognize that it may not be
11 politically expedient for
President
Clinton to honor his word, but it is the
ri g ht thing for him to do-for the future
of the Haitians and for the integrity of
the country.,
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'O n Mo nd ay, Febru ary 15 , 199 3, and edu cational achievement to another
Preside nt C linton fran kly a dmitt e d th a t o f economic elitism and academic bourhe wo uld be .un able to avo id a nliddle - geois ie; hence, President Clinton and his
c lass tax inc rease as pro 1n ised : '' Despite call fo r honesty and belt-tightening when
. wo1·king harder than I eve r h a ve in my dealing with the national economic mess.
life , I can ' t produce an ec ono1nic pack Thi s holds special meaning for
age that spares the middle c lass from tax the average college student as we are the
inc rea ses." Fo r man y thi s c o mes as no ones most likely to make up the burgeons urpri s e and s ma c k s o.--T-h-.--h--l-d-----.--ing middle class. This
the hypocrisf o f a broken
IS
0
S special means that we too can
campaign pledge.
meaning
fo.r
the expect to lend a hand in
But the pre s ident
the restoration of nations weeten e d the pill a bit average college stu- al economic vitality.
by stating that 70 percent dent as we are the The economy's revitalo f all ne w taxes wo uld be
ization is a key issue for
born by the upper-1niddle Ones most likely to African
Americans,
cla ss and the ri c h ; the make up the bur- because in the nation's
$180 ,000 - plu s
owd .
corporations and schools,
Thi s wo ul c on sti ute a geoning
middle decreased opportunity
tax in c r e a s e
r the class.
nationwide translates into
wealthiest c lass from 31
even more decreased
to 36 percent and for c or=p'=o"ra"'t"'1o"'n"'s'"."'l"'r"'o°"m,,......,o,.,p"'p"'o"'r"t"'u"'n"'tt"'y,....f"'or new A fr i can American
34 to 36 percent.
college graduates. In fact, the old ·adage
One extremely unp,o pular increase about work.ing twice as hard no longer
could b e an increased tax on Social applies. Try four times as hard. Just
Security recipient s with individual check any issue of Black Enterprise for
salaries above $25 ,000 and couples with confirmation.
income s over $32 ,000 . With this
Therefore, President Clinton's
increa s e , Medicare providers will be belt- tightening policy Should be supportforctd to charge their elderly patients ed, becau se the Reagan/Bush status quo
'
.
less (Washington Post 2/ 16/9 3).
serious ly jeopardized African American
What Bill Clinton is e ssentially economic advancement. On the front
s aying i s that everyon e, a cross all end, higher taxes for everyone. On the
incomes and across all tax -paying brack.: back end, a reduced deficit, more money
ets, will have to contribute to the eco- for college, an affordable health care
nom.ic restoration of thi s country. In a s·ystem ·and a reduction of unemploytime of runaway joblessness, h~ightened ment. At issue is the prioritization of
fOreign competition, hits in public and two'campaign promises: 1) no .n ew taxes
collegiate education and a huge budget on the middle class and 2) rebuilding
deficit, Clinton .asserts that everyone has America for all of its citizens. The
to bite the bullet.
President has affirmed that the two canNothing speaks more c learly to not be down concurrently, opting instead
his argument than the last twelve years to improve the economy in the long run.
of Reagan/Bush economics- i.e., trickle- Fortunately for us, everyone will be
down poverty .
The Reagan/Bush invited to this long run with no head
Administration has transformed this starts, no fancy shoes, and no cheating
country from ope of possible job security (we hope) .
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When I first came tO
Howard University in April 1990,
one of the early statements I made
was that I was going to put Howard
University on the 'iront burner'' of
higher education in America and

that the ernpowennent of the faculty \l{a5 crucial to that goal.
The action of the Board of

Trustees on January 23 to approve a
new Faculty Senate Constitution
and a new Faculty Handbook institutionalizes that empowennent. Let

me discuss each of them.
Few would-disagree that
moving the University to a high

level of excellence is dependent on
the existence of an outstand~ng,
dedicated faculty whose primary
interests are teaching and advancing
the state of knowledge through
scholarship. In recognition of this,
the Board of Trustees, through the

Howard 2000 pl an, committed
itself to give additional powers and
responsibilities to the faculty of the
University through its governance
structure. To that end, my ad.minis·
tration engaged in a series of meet·
ings on a new document, the
Faculty Senate Constitution.
The outcome of that long
process was that the administration
and the faculty reached agreement
on every point regarding the forma·
tion of a new and stronger Faculty
Senate. (The Faculty Senate
replaces the old University Senate
which had included administrators
as well as faculty.) I am convinced
this new Faculty Senate, as set forth
in the new constitution, will have

on the handbook, the administration

strengthened powers and responsi·
bilities in assisting the Board of
'
Trustees and the administration
in
fonnulating policies that will guide
this institution to greatness in the
21st century. Thus, this document
represents a milestone in the history
of our institution.
At ·the same time the
administration was .involved in dis·
cussions with the faculty on, the
Faculty Senate <:;onstitution, it also
was discussing a new Faculty
Handbook. To put it simply, the

insisted that certain responsibilities

tenure at the University and
expands the procedures for resolv-

affonl the escalating costs of higher

historic right to remove any individ-

ties for the University, of course,
but also in relation to items

education, the administration
which the faculty believes should ing faculty grievances.
argued that tenure should reside not
However, the major issue in the University exclusively but in
be asked of them but not required of
them should, in fac~ be required if that concerned the faculty and that the individual schools, colleges and
they trulY care about our students delayed the approval of the hand- departmen'ts.
and. their future. For example, the book was that of where tenure
The reasoning behind this
administration suggested and the resides.
argulnent is that it ~ay become "
Board approved the requirement ·
The faculty took the posi·. necessary at some future date to
that every faculty m~mber must tion that tenure resides within the close a program because of lack of
hold office hours. This is necessary University and, therefore, that an .enrollment, program irrelevance or
to give each student every possibili- individual faculty member whose other key reasons. Decisions on
fy of gaining the maximum amount program for some legitimate reason program closure should be reached
of knowledge from his or her class is discontinued should retain his or by a consensus pf the faculty,
and professor.
her position even if there were no administration and Board of
~
In addition, the adminis· concomitant responsibilities. The Trustees. However, when such a
tration required rather than suggest· administration's position was to decision has been reached, in the
ed that each faculty member should recognize the importance of tenirre administration's viewpoint, every
attend and participate i·n three as a means to protect academic attempt should be made to place the
events during the year that were of freedom, acknowledging, especial- affected tenured faculty members in
speci:il importance to students: ly, that in this troublesome world teaching or administrative positions
Opening Convocation, which marks our faculty must feel free to speak elsewhere in the University. When
the beginning of a new academic out on controversial issues without this is not possible, the University
year and sets the stage for preparing fear of retribution. In fact, I believe should remunerate the affected fac.
our students to meet the challenges this facet Of tenure should not only ulcy members based on their years
•
ahead;
the
Charter Day be maintained, but strengthened.
of service and terminate them.
Convocation, which commemo·
Having said that, there is
Clearly, issues surround·
rates the founding of this great another claim for tenure that I and ing tenure have been difficult for
University and serves to convey to my fellow administrators believe any institution of higher education
our
students
some
of should be clarified and that is the and they have been difficult, controtheUniversity's treasured history; notion that tenure under all circum- versial and emotional for Howard
and Commencement, which enables stances provides one with lifelong University. Fortunately for us, the
our students to celebrate the sue- job security in a particular job at Board of Trustees, in its wisdom,
cessful completion of their academ· this institution. The administra· removed from the handbook all

addressed in the handbook. My

ic studies and to share this triumph

tion's position was and is that

matters relating to program closure

It is my hope that as time

goal in all of this has been to ensure
that each student gets the appropri·
ate value for each dollar that he or
she spends on tuition. This is espe·
cially vital for an institution such as
Howard where so many students
come from families with limited
financial resources.
Therefore, in negotiating

with family and friends.
The administration took a
strong position on many other items
in the handbook relating to account·
ability and service to our students.

Howard University, like all other
great universities, needs to make as
one of its highest priorities the job
security of the unconunonly talent·
ed group of men and women who

and the location of tenure. In its
place, it reconfirmed its strong
belief in tenure as a protection of
academic freedom and yet made it
very clear that the Board reserves
for itself the powers conferred on it
by the 'charter of the University
under which Howard was founded.
Specifically, the Board reserved its

passes, the entire Howard commu·
nity will come together, understand·
ing that there may be some small
differerices that may separate. us,
but that we are united on the vast
majority of our issues and concerns.

handbook spells out the relationship
between the fai:ulty and the administration, the

responsibilitie~

of the

faculty and the policies and procedirres that affect the faculty. Unlike
the case ,with the constitution, dis·
cussions on the handbook raised far
more concerns and caused far more
initial acrimony than I would have
desired, or imagined.
' Central to the issues under
discussion was my fum belief that
the students' of Howard University
must be our frrst priority because it
is in them, through them and
because of them that we as an insti·
tution exist. I have tried to reflect

this belief in setting funding priori-

The handbook also defines
clearly - for the frrst time - the
policies and procedures regarding
faculty appointment, promotion and

hold tenure.

Ye~

given the times in

which we live and given the fman·
cial constraints placed on our stu·
_dents and their limited ability to

ual, whether faculty member or
administrator, when the Board
believes that it is in the best interest
of the University to do so.
I believe that this
Solomonic decision on the part of
our Board has removed the most
controversial issue between the

administration and the faculty, and
yet has left in the handbook those
items which strengthen the position
that our primary responsibility is
the education of our students and
the accountability therein.
The result of the Board's
decision was that there were no
losers, only winners.
These have been unsettling times and there are still raw
nerves on botfi sides of the tenure
issue. However, I believe that both

the Faculty Handbook and the
Faculty Senate Constitution have
given to our faculty new powers
and new responsibilities and a
renewed vision of governance at
Howard. It is a vision wherein the
Board maintains its charter rights
and yet delegates to the faculty and
the administration the necessary
powers to provide it with informa·
tive analysis of critical issues affect·
ing our institution.

!

The aUthor is the President and an
alumnus of Howard University.

America's Immigration Double-Standard · .·. -.- -.- - - - - - - - - .
•

Csrline Windall

boats.

I was surprised and disturbed bY the editorial ''Clinton's

Haitian policy" (The Hilltop, Jan. 29,
1993), not only because it presented
severa1 inaccuracies as fact, but also
because it was an exercise in xenophobia that a~cked a group of black
people caught in a very vicious cycle
of suffering and persecution not of
their making.
First of all, Jet us be clear
that Haitian refugees face restrictions
against entering the United States,
restrictions that are not applied to any
other group of asylum seekers. Since
1981, the U.S. Coast Guard has been
authorized to ·stop and lx>ard Haitian
vessels on the high seas to determine
if the passengers are undocumented

aliens ttying to reach U.S. shores. If
they are, they are to be returned sum·
marily to Haiti.

Between 1981 and 1989,
under a program established by
President Reagan, more than 20,000
Haitians were re~ed to Haiti, while
six were allowed to enter the United
States, pending judgement on their
claim for asylum. The program,
which cost American taxpayers 30
million dollars a year, reduced the
number of Haitians by 90 percent that
are entering this country in small

Since the September 1991

Guard blockade that stretches, in
international waters, from Haiti to
Florida
Refugees are not synonymous
with illegal or other immigrants.
Refugees fit a precise legaJ descriir
tion under international law. They are
people who have a ''well·founded
fear of persecution'' based on race,
religion, nationality, political opinion
or membership in a particular sociaJ
group. One or more of these factors
must be present before asylum is
granted, and this is by no means a
quick and simple process. Moreover, .
as your own editorial pointed out, less '
than IO percent of asylum seekers are
admined to the United States.
The editorial panders in the worst
way to the bigotry of those
Americans who assert that refugees

coup that ousted President Jean
Bertrand Aristide, some 40,000
Haitians have left, many of them ending up at the U.S. naval base at
Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. Of that
number, slightly more than 10,000

have been granted the right to apply
for asylum . The rest have been
returned to Haiti. Another 266 who
are HIV positive, remain at
Guantanamo Bay, uncertain of their

fate.
All of this is to say that U.S.
refugee policy is not based on human·
itarian considerations, but is a reflec·
tion of its foreign policy which for

many years was guided by cold war
politics. Thus, people fleeing countries with communist governments
were all but guaranteed asylum in the
United States. For example, in 1991,
112,811 refugees were admined to the
United States. Of that number only
4,424 were from Africa and 89 per·
cent of those were from conununist
Ethiopia.

and illegal immigrants take jobs away
from Americans. It is ridiculous to
suggest that the small numbers of
refugees admined to this countty are
in some way responsible for the sagging U.S. economy, or the nine mil·
lion unemployed Americans. It is
also unfair to Jay that charge at the
door of illegal immigrants since the
Zoe Baird fiasco showed us that
many illegal immigrants do work,
albeit without the benefit of social
security and other rights and privileges enjoyed by legal workers. In

Similarly, Cubans have only
to get to Miami, and within days, they
are free and walking around Miami,
meeting and greeting relatives and
friends, assured that very soon ''resident alien status'' will be theirs.
Presumably, Cubans will be able to
pass freely through the U.S. Coast

addition, they do jobs that many
Americans do not want to do.
Yes, the Clinton administration
must find solutions to the inany

Proo.

Daq~ Six hundred enor~
~r~ unt; I Spnnq

lems that plague America, problems
which are magnified in the African
American conununity; however, such
solutions do not lie in isolationism,
protectionism or racism.
Finally, a military solution is not
the answer to Haiti's crisis. Attempts
to negotiate a solution that would
return President Aristide to power are
limping along, while Haiti's black
population tries to eke out some sem-

'

Bree.\\.

blance of living.
President Clinton must reverse the
Bush administration's policy toward
Haiti, recognizing it for what it is: A
flagrant violation of the 1951 United
Nations Refugee Treaty which the

United States signed.
Meanwhile, as African Americans,
we have a duty to urge those groups
who have expressed solidarity with

the Haitians such as TransAfrica, the
NAACP and the Congressioruil Black
Caucus to seek a democratic solution
to Haiti's crisis. It goes without say·
ing that such a solution cannot be

found without the full participation of
all the Haitian people.
The writer is a senior in the School of
Communications.

HUSA's True Purpose is Intended to be Fact, Not Theory
,

Ivan K. Hopkins
In 1%1, students from all across
the campus of Howard University
united and created an association,
the Howard University Student
Association (HUSA). This monstrosity has three heads: HUSA, the
Undergraduate Student .Assembly

(UGSA) and the Graduate Student
Assembly (GSA).

'

HUSA, the exec4tive
branch, comprises an elected president and vice president with an
appointed staff. Their respansibility
is to set an overall agench\ for student govenunent interests through a
complicated web of interlocking

•

alliances, including a policy board
and the General Assembly. The pol·
icy OOard consists of presidents from
all of the individual schools and col·

unless a tie occurs. This group is
responsible for campus-wide programming. Again, ideal in theory,
but gridlock in practic;e. The General
Assembly also serves as the checks

leges and the heads UGSA and GSA
- ideal in theory, but gridlock in

and balance over the HUSA

practice. This body should meet

Executive Board; this relationship is

once a month and inteq>ret the constitution. This year the policy board

not reciprocal. The individuals, you
as srudents, give the least consideration. The UGSA and GSA represen-

has meet twice: to support the
HUSA President's decision and to
remove a distinguished student
leader.
The General Assembly
(my favorite organization!) is a com·
bination of the UGSA and the GSA.
The HUSA president serves as
chairman and does not have a vote

tatives, have the largest budget and
their activity goes on virtually
unchecked. 'uGSA has more spending power than the HUSA ExeCutive

Board and both the General
Assembly progranuning and organiz.ation accounts. With these facts in

mind, I U~GE YOU TO TAKE
•

l

I

presented an opportunity for new
life to the Genera:! Assembly. In
December of 1992, an independent
group of students began analyzing
our student government structure.
lbese students represent across the
board talent from all over the
University. including political science, communications, fmance and
engineering. Each of theSe students
is well versed in fundamental consti·
tutional law and government. lbis

group worked as unpaid volunteers
to breathe new life into a dying instirution. (Unpaid and volunteer are the

same, but I wanted to emphasize it
in an attempt to squelch the misappropriation of funds rumor.)
1he document presented to
the General Assembly represents the
culmination of their efforts. It revis·
es the constib.ltion in such a way that
it compels student govenunent leaders to wad< together. while stripping
away the layers and layers of paid
student officials. Thus, freeing up
more money to be ·allocated toward
student OJi!anizations that will be of
greater benefit to the srudents with
less bureaucracy.
The new constitution ere·
ates a stronger student government
voice focused on providing student
•

\

,

MORE TIME IN SELECTING
YOUR REPRESENTATIVES ! ,
On Wednesday, Feb. 17, I

services, while economically
empowering the students on a more
individual level. In addition, the
new structure provides a system of
checks and balances that extends

beyond just the HUSA Executive
Boan!. Currently, the HUSA president and vice president are the only
mechanism to effect real difference
on behalf of the students. That era is
over. It is time to put ALL of student
government to work and make them
responsible for our ne.eds!

The writer is the President of the
Howard University
Association.
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For more infor111ation visit the UMenity Bookstore
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Steel bands in 111usic, Students urged to utilize .
increasing
job
opportunities
history, and culture
By O:z:a 'l's

By Gerard James

Popu lar pa nni sts e njoy

Hilltop Staff Writer

the s ta1u s of rock s t a rs: the

ta b lo id s screa m runJo rs a bout
The s teel pan 1s v e ry their ro 111ances; a nd at Carnival
much the national symbol of time the exci te me nt turn s into
Trinidad and Tobago, an inge- fever. as 1housands of fan s take 10
the streets to dance all night to the
pan.
''The pan was created by the soc iety's rejects." says Amim
Sn1ith, president of Pan Trinbago.
. '
the group that represents the country 's s1eel band . ''And it was a
s tr ugg le - agai n st th e po li ce,
agair1st the j udges, against e very. body. But the determination was
there. \Ve created something. and
\Ve just could not let it go."
Today. the steel band is
very ali,,e in Tri nidad and Tobago.
Robert Greenreldge
The pa11 trad ition was born ; it is
bei11g r1urtured: and it is growing.
nious twentieth century mu sical According lo historians the steel
invention which is found at the band is not only a soc ial phenomcore of the annual nati onal festi- enon , bu t it is an off-spring of the
val, Carnival.
drummi 11g tra d itions o f bo th
Steel band music - or pan Afri ca and India.
music, as it is familiarl y known T he Afri c a n in flue nce
i s esteemed in thi s C aribbean , e ntered through the culture of the
twin-island state kn own as th e Yoruba a nd Sha ngo tribes. who
''Land of the Hummi ng Bird'' . we re brought to the isla nd s as
Every ' 'Trinbagonia,n '' h as hi s slaves. Ar1d the Indi an e le1nen1
favorite band, whose deve lop - e11tered by way
' of the folklore of
ments are foll owed passio nate ly the Hindus. who v.1ere lured to the
by everyone, from cabi11e1 mini s- islands as indentured servants.
ters to the peanut se ll ers in the
The refore. th e re is an
side streets of Port-of-Spain.
intrigui11gly different ''something''

about steel band music; a sweetand-sour flavor which has been
added by the African drums and
the East Indian Tassa.
Historians trace the steel
band's roots to the late 19th century, when informal bands would
make music by banging different

lengths of bamboo (round hallow
wood) on the ground to produce
percussive tones. These instruments were also known as tambo-

bambos.
Despite suppression by the
British colonial government,
which worried about the music's
political overtones, tambo-bambo
bands flourished well into the
1930s. But it was not until U.S .
naval forces pulled out of
Trinidad in 1945, leaving behind
thousands of empty oil drums,
that the pan itself was invented.
Once the pan was born, it
was ingeniously nurtured into an
amazing instrument. Steel pans
are made from the tips of steel oil
drums. The varying sizes of the
drums produce different tonal
quality notes of the musical scale.
The process of pan making can be tedious, but the correct
keys for the scale must be produced accurately. The surface of
the drum is ''sunk'' with a sledgehammer, and the individual notes
''hammered up'' from below into

E•ean

professional and skilled persons

from the Caribbean, but he said
Jamaica had opportunities for
''all those who have the skills we
need.''
In trying to meet its own
needs in skills that are required
for the 21st century, the diplomat
said the country was restructur·
ing the education system away
from the teaching of English lit·
erature and religious knowledge
to mathematics and sciences for
all students . ''We are at the
threshold of rebuilding," he
stressed.
He told 1he Caribbean students the salaries of teachers
were being upgraded above those
of other civil servants in order to
attract some of the best brain s
back into the 1eaching service.
Lauding the refonns in education as a move towards ''strategic
intent," John Sumner, a Howard

shallow domes - a process known
as ''ponging up'' the pan. Afte r
tempering in an open fire and a
final tuning , the pan is ready to
play.
An enormously versatile
piece of equipment, the pan plays
any kind of music, from calypso
to the European class ic s. Steel
band s vie one another in lhe
Carnival contest or in the serenade
in the concert hall s. In fact ,
many bands now carry the names

of steel orchestras .
With a ll th is. howeve r,
the pan refuses to remai n static: it
is no w s ubjec ted to ele ctr ic al
amplifications and other acou stica l deve lo pm e nts. At the same
time pa n mu sic is being used in
exci1ing ways to add spicy background to other mu sical recordings other than calypso.
··Th e ste reo type of pa n
mu sic is a happy black man with
nice white teeth, straw hat and

Stall Wrttar

Howard students were encouraged IO look to Jamaica for job
-lllli1'Iii""' upon gnduation as
that country restructures its

socio--economic system.
The urgin9 came from Dr.
Richard Bernal, Jamaica's
Amba•aador to Washington and
the Organization of American
States during his address to the
aribbean Students Association

(CSA) last Friday. He was
responding to questions from the
audience about job opportunities
in Jamaica and economic developments affecting the Caribbean.
Bernal said Jamaica was party
to the Caribbean Community

(CARICOM) recent agreement to
allow freedom of movement for

need in die Celt I

1111

the Human taCMlfCel.
barriers needed 10 .,.
he inaisted. Ode
tiooal thinkina of

w-.

But Bemil
Caribbean bail all
developing illto a
o
resourcefulness give Mt 1, ,, a.y.
For instance, the Caribbean
island of St. Lucia bu !"""'"""
two Nobel Prize laureate•,
Barbados has one of the hill+ll
rates of data processing in the '
world, and from Jamaica nune
dynamic world leaders such as

Marcus Garvey.
ACcording to him areas .such
as service industries - tourism.
health, investment and banking
- held the future to Jamaica's

and Caribbean prosperity..
banana s hirt playing 'Yellow
Bird ' a nd 'I sland in the Sun ',"
says Richard Murphy, an authority
' the pan. ''That' s 30 years out
on
of date.''
The steel band is indeed a
li ving legend. It is the hean beat
of a nation' s culture and is being
offered as a gift to the world, not
only as a magicaJ , musical memorabilia. but also as one of the few
musical ins1ruments created in the
20th century. As Queen Elizabeth

•

Trinidad and Tobago begin annual carnival season
By Janice Stone

$600 for the average. but the more

Hilltop Staff Writer

classy 011es cost TT$ J ,000.
In about Octobe r or Nove mber,
on e ca n hear th e radi o stati ons
playing the Calypsoes which gai n
their po pL1larity beca use of the
s tron g soc ia l co n1me nt a ry a nd

Las t
Wedn es d ay ,
Ash
Wednesday in the Christi an calen ")
dar, clo sed the c urt ain s o n ye1
another marvelous hosting of the
world famou s Tr in idad and
Tobago Carnival.
Carni val started in the day s or
slavery. The French, who had col onized Trinidad and Tobago. used
to have big parties and ball s. The
slaves, who were. of course, never
invited to a ny of the se pa rt ies.
used to im itate the slavemasters
by playing ''dress up'' and dancing
around in the streets. Thi s continued after slavery was aboli shed
, and used to take place every year
before Ash Wednesday. the beginning of Lent.
Back then, the celebration was
nol as organized or as large as it is
today where thousands of people
from around the world gathe r to
revel in the s treets of Port-ofSpain. The C,a mival celebrati on
kicks off in about Aug ust of the
preceding year. ··01e Mas'' which
is comparable to ••Jn Livi ng Color
''takes place at thi s time. T he
costume bands get ready to play
''ma s'', danc ing in th e street s.
around thi s tim e as well.
Cos tume s co s1 an yw he re from

~

Costume revelers dance to
the rhythm of steel band
subtle attacks on political leaders.
Usual ly in December, the s teel
bands pic k thc ,-;ongs that they will
use to com pete against one anoth-

(TT$4.25 to USS t ) TT$300 to

er in the Panorama competition.
Steel bands, long standing rivalries, comprise about 100 people.
The Queen's Park Savannah, a
racing track and sporting complex, is where all the competi tion s for carnival take place . It
happen s to be, also, the largest
stage in the world.- The King and
Queen of the costume bands in the
preliminary .round takes place in
January on the Savannah stage.
The preliminaries for the King
and Queen calypsonian also take
place there. During this time parties. go non-stop.
The Sunday before Carnival is
called Dimanche Gras (Fat
Sunday) and this takes place at the
Queens Park Savannah s1age. The
Saturday prior to Dimanche Gras
is when the finaJ s of the King and
Queen calypsonians and King and
Queen of the bands take place.
~ Carnival Monday morning is
called ''J'ouvert Morning'' and
everyone take s to the streets to
dance . Businesses and government offices close for two unofficial holiday s. On the Tuesday
leading up to Ash Wednesday, the
bands p'ut on their costumes and
parade the route which is about
ten miles long on the ''las lap''.
This costume display is called
''Playing Mas''.
At midnight Ash Wednesday

eve , all partying and decade nce
stops. Usually in the day of Ash
Wednesday, everyone heads to the
beach to dry out and recuperate

from the intense reve lry. It's a ri tual in itsel f.
Carni val is a spec ial ce lebration
for all Trinidadians. Blac k. Indian

or White. That is why around this
tirn e of year, Trinidadians . in
Washington ''party hard.''
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HECHT'S
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DON'T MISS THE 3RD ANNUAL, CULTURAL
INITIATIVE HIP•HOP CONFERENCE AND
AMATEUR SHOWCASE.
•

SPECIAL GUEST DJ BIZ MARKIE,
PETE ROCK & CL SMOOTH AND
DA KING & I AND SPECIAL PERFORMANCE BY
''BLACK SHEEP'' TAKES PLACE AT THE
GA~LERIA (AT LAFAYETTE CENTRE)

I

•

••

•

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19th
•
1155 21st STREET N.W.
WASHINGTON D.C.
DOORS OPEN AT 9 P.M.
SHOWCASE AND PARTY 9:30 PM - 2 AM
·•ADMISSION - FREE FREE FREE

'

•

•

'

COME EARLY - WHEN THE HOUSE IS FULL YOU
WILL NOT BE ADMITTED.

•

'
•

r

BROUGHT TO YOU BY M&F GIRBAUD
CULTURAL INITIATIVE AND HECHT'S .
*PICK UP YOUR FREE TICKns AT HECHT'S
DEPARTMENT STORE IN THE MENS AND
JUNIORS M&F GIRBAUD DEPARTMENTS.
'

TICKET ADMITS ONE .

•

. .

.

. I,

•
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Muhammad attempts to dispel myths about NOi
lelam

from

A2

Muhammad

''Why didn't anyone shoot?
All of those officers and not
one service revolver was fired
to stop the assailants? Why
not?'' he asked hypothetically.

also

and rose to some of the NOI's

being a drug user.

I never

''It was his older broth-

and felt robbed for not having

explained how a number of

highest ranking positions,

knew that, but it's inspiring to

''Unc le Tom s a nd chickenhearted niggas'' joined the NOi

Muhammad said.
''I've always been a

me that the Na ti on could make
him change his ways," said

er Reginald who told Malcolm
about the teachings of the

had the chance to meet him.
He set out to identify his hero's

Honorable Elijah Muhammad,

just to infiltrate it.

firm believer that the CIA

young Gough's son, Harry. He

Undercover FBI and
CIA agent~ entered the Nation

killed Malcolm. What Khallid
said tonight just further confirmed my belief. That ques tion about the undercover officers really makes you think,"
Elysa Gough, a District resident, said. Gough attended the
program with her 11-year-old
so n. She said he had been
expressing a great interest in
the Nation .
• ''It surprised me when
(Muhammad) was saying those
thin~s about Malcolm once

added that hearing Muhammad

killer and it comes out in certain frames of the movie that
the Nation was responsible for

Protest emphaiszes demands
Protest from A 1
''l avoid campus for that reason, '' sai d Jenni fer Lallite, a
JUillOr.

4

Henson finished by saying
that they will put pressure on
Jenifer to provide safety and secu
rity on campus and the conununi
ty.
''Our genuine concern is about
the safety and security issues here
on Howard University campus,"
Henson said during the ·press con
ference at th,e Howard Inn right
after the march.
"'Currently, we are negotiating
our contract. Jenifer 's administration will have you believe that we
do not have a genuine concern
about the safety of the campus or
that we are trying to put pressure
on the university to get a contract
signed. That is quite the con
trary," Henson said. ''We do not
want to see one of our students
lose their lives because President
Jenifer and his administration
have neglected to take proper
actions."
Henson said that the students'
lives are in constant danger, but
he and fel low officers are helpless
to protect them. He added that he
recommended that the department
have 135 members for the
improved safety of more than
4

4

4

4

•

.'

10,000 students presently
enro l led; current ly, there are
fewer than 90 officers.
While only some officers
have bullet proof ~ests, additional
ones can be purchased by the
department for $500. Officers
claim that the administra ti on
wants them to pay for half the
cost of the vests.
Lawrence Dawson, chief of
security, verified the accusations
pertain ing to the vest. However,
he added that he offered an alter
native to the officers purchasing
lhe vests with union funds . He
suggested that 1he administration
buy a few vests for the men to
share. However, ''t hey thought
that it would be un sa nitary 10
share vests,'' Dawson said.
He also does not think that
.they will use the vest because
they are too bulky. ''I don 't feel
that they need vests," Dawson
said
Campus Security is allotted 12
vehicles. Dawson said that it is
not necessary for sec urity to
patrol the area by car, but that
they should have a foot patrol.
Dawson said that the allega
tions are unwarranted and that the
union is exaggerating (crime~ta 4
tistics) in order to get a pay
increase.

not some man in a shower stall
talking slick to him, who dou-

spCak made him want to join

ble-crossed him and the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad,"

the Nation, a move his mother
• supported.
said she
Muhammad credited
Lee's work, saying he did a
good and sincere job with what
he had. The powerful acting,

Malcolm's death," Muhammad
said.

he said.

''I don't have
In an interview with

any doubt that (Malcolm's

THE HILLTOP, Muhammad
said he believed Lee had good

murderers) came out of the
Nation of Islam . But the
orders to kill Malcolm X came
from the U.S. government, not
the
Honorable
Elijah
Muhammad or anyone else in
the Nation . His killers were
not true Muslims," Muhammad
said .

intentions when he set out to

he added, brought a flood of

tell the story of Malcolm X. It

interested people to NOi mosque s across the country.
But he also pointed out some
of the discrepancies between
the movie and reality.

was the enemy, he added, who
used Lee's movie to spark controversy and mi slead the pub
lie.
''Spike loved Malcolm
4

4

R.S . V.P
ROOM SELECTION AND VERIFICATION PLAN
Forms and Instructions Distributed: Week of Februrary 15
Spring Drawing: Tuesday, Feb. 23, 1993
L--~---~~T~o~~b~e in 9:00 a.m. until com ~l~e~t~i~o~n'-----~--~
ORDER OF DRAWING
WOMEN'S DRAWING SITE: BALDWIN LOUNGE
5 Eton Towe rs Apts. *
l Slowe Cco edl
6 Sutton Flaza Apts. (c o ed1 *
2 Bethune - MPR / VLS
7 Cook * *
MPR/VLS
3 Merid ian Eil~ (co ed)
8 Howard Plaza Towe r:-.•
H/U/R
4 Park Square Apts. *
4

4

4

4

MENS DRAWING SITE: RESIDENCE LIFE CONFERENCE ROOM
4 Sutton Plaza (co-edl *
1 Slowe (co-ed)
5 Cook .. - MPR /VLS
2 Carver
6 Howard Plaza Towe:rrs•
3 Mer·idian Hill (co ed)
4

•

women

4

H/U/R

•

MPR
H/U/R

4

4

_Very Limited Space
Meal Plan Required
Higher rates/Unfurnished/Referral Only
Apartment type dorms housing two, three,
and four students to an apartment

VLS

CODE:

Administrator likens HU to a business

•

4

GENERAL DRAWI NG SITES:
Men - Residence Life Conference Room
Baldwin Lounge
CURRENT RESIDENT FRESHMEN

Administrator, from A 1

we
want to go a11er qua111y
•

people. I want to make certain
th at people understand that if
they're not in the business of

providing customary service.• I
think it's time for them to look
for another line of work," Hall
said.

4

A retired military officer,
Hall grew up in Jack sonvi lle,
Fla. under the direction of hi s
single mother. He described
him self as a disciplined person
with strong values who loves
the University and wants M:t
bring it to the forefront.
''I say we need to run Howard
like a business," he said. '' I
understand thi s is Howard, but
at some point in time even
Howard must n1ake a decision
and a commitment to get its act
, together. We may have to get
rid of son1e people who are not
productive.''

I
u.. fN,N, ,j,1./1.E.,t~·,..,..,

'

NON-RESIDENT STUDENTS
Students in continuing status who have completed.applications for housing and wish to
participate in the RSVP should report by Friday, Feb. 19, 1993 to the ·
"""...-- """ ol.t·Carnpua, .Housing Off icr/ located in Room 19, Tubman Quadrangle·

REQUIREMENTS - PAYMENTS - REFUNDS
deposit and application are not required of continuing students, except for
those' ~ho are not currently
• res~~~;~gin the halls and do not have an application and deposit on file . All students must submit the RSVP form in order
to participate .
Ah

2.

A

·

·

t

and wait-ing lists posit.ions generated by the RSVP are t~ntat-ive, and wi ll

not bt! verified unless the adva?ce

$~~~g~:~e~t is received by Apr il l . Upon payment, the Office of Residence Life will verify the student's housing

assignment- and provide him/her wit-ha Housing Agreement and allied document-s .
)

.

5.

6.

Ue 199j /laM,..~ee C4~Jtit14'

p,,.yment- of the $100 advance . rent is optional
guarantee / requirement- for their second year.

ONLY

for

current

resident

freshmen who are

covered

by t-he

housing

'

·
·
t dent-s not- covered by the hous'ng gu"'rantee /requirement- who receive housing aszignments and wa iting li•t
Cont1nu1n9
s
u
[ d bl e rent Faymen t o f $100 by Apr il ·- ·- -• --··-at t-hei r Fall housing can
posit~ons are required to pay an advance, non-re un a
be verified.
Student-s who received a pos it-'ion on the wait-ing li~t- .m~ s~ pay an advance ~on-refundable r.e:::. f.'l~ent of $100 by April l
to remain on the w,J. iting list-. Payment cont-inues el19ibilit-y for Fall hous1n~. Once an assign~e~t- is.offere~, t-he advance
payment is non-refundable . All current resident freshmen will receive an assignment- (not a wait-ing list- position ) for the
next year .
Payment can be made only at the ~o~lowin~ loca~io~s:
A· university Cashier (Ad!l'.inistration BuildingJ
9am - lpm, Monday
Friday
Forms of Payment: (l) Cash, (2) Certified Check
or money order, (3) Student Account Transfer
(Credit balance only, and st-udent must ask t-he
cashier t-o transfer $100 of a credit- balance to
Advance Rent Category). Ret-ain your receipt.

B. Office of Residence Life·
9am
4pm , Monday - Friday
Form of Payment: Money
Order. Ret-ain your receipt.
4

4

Satunlay, Man:h 6, 199l
7:00pm

I

who pay after the Apr il l deadl·ine wi.11. hav~ th~ir tent-a~ive
RS VP participants (.except. ou. rrent-. resid.•n.t freshmen)
"'"CSL•"
assignments or original wa iting list- positions ......,
"' an d w',.l l be added t-o the end of the waiting list .

RttVCS MWlldJ>'I Ctnttr
2000 !(th Stml<, NW
W...hln1ton, D.C.

••

lMNi#11dU.f

••

,,.ll•t·••.,
·"•"''"'IM
t.11i""1

·

·

d make t-he advance rent- payment-, but PAIL TO RZPORT by the dat-e specified in t-he

Stud~nts who rec~iv~t~~~~ ::r~;~~e;:;:i~: sh,,.11 h ave t-heir assignment canceled and forfeit t-he $100 advance rent payment- .
housing agreemenh ''••udents may have their names added t-o the end of the waiting list- .
Upon request, t- ese "
11 d f
F 11 1994
freshmen in Spring 1993 will be charged for housing if they enro e
or a
·

Student•

who

were

resident

f eshmen who do not articipat-e in the Room Select-ion and Verification Plan wil l be assigned t-o one ~f
this group of :c.udents . Ot-h;r cont-inuing students who do not- part icipate int-he RSVP may have t-heir
names added to the end of the wa iting list by making the sio o advance rent payment .

~~~r:;~c::s:edseen~veif for
h

b l

'

f Fall housing charges shall be due and payable in accordance wit-h the regular University schedule for paymentThe $10 0 advance payment will be credited to the st-udent's a ccount after the semester begins.

~f e ho~s~~~e c~arges.

Wu" ,4IHu..

*'f•~:"'

*$a.I ,., '4/111

Attention

**Mira•)...,,.,
1taw••1 *~CM"'''
4 lk••••1

,

l

housing
First time freshmen students for 1992 1993 currently residing in University
are guaranteed and are required to reside in University housing for
their second year (1993-1994).

••

£.;,, ",4

**l"'""'
*
~
LiH iou *
*
*JIM )'Nu.
*....... ,.,., 111
->•·-·
................
..........,.....,.....

Oft-C:-mpua Student.
DAVE YOIJ a»NSWEBEP ' I - ADVANTAGES OF
RESIDENCE BALL LIVINGT

)iico

LtinJkrPart., MD• TbeAibll E~. 11'4. '111comla &-.

*FREE SHUTTLE eus TRANSPORTATION
• HOUSING CLOSE 10 CLASSES
*INTERNATIONALLY DIVERSE LIVING ENVIRONMENT
*INEXPENSIVELY LAUNDRY FACILITIES
*APARTMENT STYLE HOUSING EQUIPPED WI1lf COOKJNG FACIUTIES
"24-HOUR MAIN DESK COVERAGE
*DEVELOP FRIENDSHIPS FOR LIFE
...AND MOREii

NW• Phllp1'l.3711 McC.ocm!k., N'I'.

I/Ill

~$111;•111

'.lJIUJI," .

.,.,,... ' •ll<

I

4

'" '¢•-

. . . """6.

for--Calt
(l0l)l~l69'1.

'

Ad1axaltU:lkkU1

1501"'""'1*. ,,. ...... 1. $20!.....
($)5pet~Mlkifdoor)

ttcMu may k pwcllfde:l a
Pynmid ioc*fl ICCI -1'111Ke Gl!ofF'I f'IUI .l

. GmrJlr. Arc. • TI=h-'b•, 6j1 I Nnr tbmJllWte Art.,

FOR UNIVERSl1Y HOUSING NEXf SCHOOL YEAR.
PLEASE SEE 1llE AD IN nus ISSUE OF 1llE HILLTOP
FOR INSffiUCTIONS ON PARTICIPATING IN 1llE

ROOM SELECTION AND VERIFICATION PLAN
. (RSVP)
"
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Concerned renal patient organizes support group

1

By Debbie Todn.n
HilltopStaff Writer

I

I

John Smith pushed his glasses
back with one finger. leaned back
in his chair with his hands clasped
lightly in front of him and sa id
with a bright voice. ''thi s is going
to be a good day."
Every day is a good day as

I

well as a new beginning for S1nith

now. In 1980 he Josi a kidney and
was placed on dial ysis, a treat-

ment that uses a machine to supplement fun ctions of the kidney.
Ever s ince th en. Sn1i t h ha s

acquired a deep appreciation fo r
life. living each day as if it were
his last.
. ''I began to realize that renal
patient s had a real bad tim e.
because they are totally dependent
on so111eone else to give them
their treatme nt." he said. ''The
health care profe ssior1als J1aye 110
idea how lenible di alysis i~ to go
through three days a \veek t1r1d for

four hours a day."
And thi s is an experience that
rer1;1I patient s c an neve r escape
because they need the lreatment in
order to live . The District has
2.000 kidney patients, the highest
percentage for any ci ty of its size.
Black s <1ccol1n1 for 90 percent of
these patients.
A co111mon place to communic11tc a11d di scuss their own issues
however. is a nother nece ss ity
S1ni th feels kid11ey patients need,
so last year he c reated the Kidney
Group to provide a forum to
address the -reeds people like himself.
''We' re tryi11g to address issues
that concern us kidn ey patient s,
beca use there is nothing that
exis t s fo r us." S1nith said .
''The re's no place for all of us to
gel together at lhe sa111e time just
to talk to each o th e r. Renal
patients don" t even in1cract with
each other in the same c linic ."
'
The Kid11ey Group acts as a

•

fl op bed s lipp ers, Smith ha s
photo courtesy of Roy Lewis/PHOTOGRAPHY

John Smith, founder of the Kidney Group, reaches out to renal patients.

support group for kidney patients. chariges, health tips and major
It di stributes a monthly newslet- · events affecting kidney patients.
ter, Tid Bit s. which addresses
Smith says if the newsletter
some conunon concerns and solu- publi she s information that is a
tions so that kidney patients can grave concern for the n1ajority of
learn from each other. The paper the audience, he pinpoint s the
boasts a circulation of 10,000 in problem and brings it to the attenthe Di strict, Ma ryland, Virginia tion of soc ial workers or governand Wes t Virginia and includes ment agencies to address.
updat es on the recent policy
''If you were a kidney patient

Students help bro~dcast 'D.C. Today'
..

By Bemard Shepard
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard stude11ts 111ad~ it
happen last Friday on Channel
I 6's progra1n ··o .C. Today."'
Five Howard i11tcrns
from
the
School
or
Communications instantly bcct1rne
part of lhe statio11 's technical c rew
for the s ho~· that included a ~ 1 udio
audie nce. Th e s how included
local personalities wl10 sp<lke 011
main st reamin g e thn ic education
into the D.C. school c11rriculur11 .
What contribut ed to the
success of the controversial !'.>hov.
was the techn ical assistance lc111
,by the Howard interns. The students, who have been interni11g on
the public•afl.airs shov. si r1ce early
January, were needed for technical assistance to catch the n1embers of the audienc.e in action.
Seniors Chinere Sir11.o; arid
Bernie Bennett operated the boOn1
microphones used to pick up the
commen ts of the audience members. Senior Charmaine Ra\ izee
operated the teleprompter for thenews anchor and Elizabeth Jones
handled the v,ideo n1onitoring.
Sophmore Naeemah Shakir operated the ma in inte rview camera.
Sylvia Reese and Elise Perry
from Black Entertainn1ent

Television (BET) did some addi tional camera work.
Most of the interns workir1g on the show \Vere told of the
positions by the show's direc1or.
Ti111 Brown.

''I love seeing the
students coming
out here and
o ID
o t 0 Iot ''
ge tt1ng
000

--Jerry Phillips
Produj:er

1

1

1

•

Brown 111et rnany of the
s 1ude111~ whe11 l1e was the productior1 n1anager of ''Newsvision··
and teaching the elec tronic news
gathe rin g course la st se me ster.
T he journalism depapmcnt
worked w ith Brown to secu re
D.C. Cable as an intern si te.
Bro\v11 says he felt the
stu de11 ts would get ha nd s-o n
experience unlike that available at
Other station s.
"' Th e student s ne eded a
place to go where they could be in
the mix. and not sit a ro und and
watch other people do it ," says
Bro\\'n. The 39-year-old director
has been in volve d wi th ''D.C.

and you came to me with a problem , I' ve been a kidney patient for
13 years , I c an point you in a
direction . A lot of times we have
similar co nce rns that need to be
'
looked into," he said. For example , ''some of the health professional s that were giving the treatment were not very sympathetic to
the dialysis patie nts," Smith said.
Sporting a wrinkled white Tshirt, blue cotton trousers and flip-

Today'' for nearly a year. Brown
said he thought the station could
use the stude nt s and give them
practical experience.
''Things are happening
over here at D.C. Cable. Because
ot· the lack of paid technical staff,
the integration of students benefits
the stati on, and the students are
getting credit for it," Brown said.
Producer and host Jerry
Pl1illip s sa id he is enthusiastic
about ha ving young faces behind
the scenes.
·· 1 love seeing the s tudents co111 ing out here and getting
i11to it:' Phillips said. ''The kind
of ex pe rien ces and the kind of
access that they have here is not
the kind afforded to most students
in thi s indu stry, and certainly not
to black students."
Ra vizee s aid s he had
never been involved in a show
with so 1nuch interaction between
crew and cast and she enjoyed it.
·· 1·m exc ited ," Ravizee
said. ''That was great. I want to
do it again. The dialogue between
J erry and th e audience was
intense and the technical part of
the show was incredible. Things
were happening and it was com-ing together. It was really inter.
esting to watch."

tapped into a ve ry real market .
He work s from hi s office at hi s
home located on Rhode Island and
New Jersey Avenues, NW and he
has almost single handedly put the
organization together, a long with
a newsletter and the connec tion s
which Tid Bits reaches.
The group has six executive
board n1embers that work partt im e. contributi ng special services. The g roup in cl ude s
patients, health care professionals
and concerned citizens.

Mary D . Demick has been
involved with the Kidney Group
s ince the beginning, and .has
watched the organization gro?-'·
''I have watched Smith struggle for three years to get the interest of the patients out there, His
efforts have been a great sciurce
of help for them," she said .
Demick sai d thatl the
group has been successful in raising money for dialysis equip ment .
''Right now we are trying
to set up an emergency system
[through the clinics] that will
transport kidney patients to and
from hospital s for dialysis treatment during bad weather. We are
also trying to set up an emergency fund for patients who cannot afford hospital payments, and
a 24-hour hotline is being put in
service for counseling. We are
doing the best we can to improve
the quality of living for kidney
patients," Smith said.

Serial rapist stalks Howard U area
By Use Blevlne and

T - V. Sterling
Hilltop Staff Writer

t.

Police issued an arre st
warrant for the man accused in
one of five sex ual assaults they
say may be related.
Tyrone Kin g, Jr., 2 1,
who has no fixed address is the
man wanted for the rape of a 17year-old·girl around 10:45 a.in.,
Jan. 27, police said.
The girl was :1pproac hed
whil e walking along the 4400
block of Georgia Ave .. taken to a
secluded area, and then raped .
Police say King may
also be connected with four other
dayt ime attack s th a t have
occurred since Jan . 22, all within
a one mile radius of each other.

King is 5' 11 '' tall and weighs 165
pounds. Police say he has been
driving a black 1987 Nissan
Pulsar with tinted windows and
Maryland licence plate ZYS 775.
He may be armed.
All of the victims say
they were appro,ached by a
medium co mplexioned black
man in hi s twenties with dreadlocked hair a11d a thin or stubble
beard. The man told a female
pedestrian he had a gun and took
her to an isolated area where he
sexl1ally assaulted her. He has no
prcfere11ce in choosing his vietims.
In a description' released
\a.'i t week. police said the suspect
wore a multicolored knit. ~ki cap
tied at tile'. e nd , a thigh -length
mustard-colored parka , and thin

-

rimmed glasses.
The first victim was
attacked around 1:,20 p.m. on lhe
2100 block of 2nd St. NW.
Another assault occurred on Jan.
26 at 4:30 p.m. on the 400 block
of Manor Pl. NW, and they continued the following day, and on
Feb. 5 at 12:30 p.m. on the 2100

block of Lincoln Rd. NE. The
latest attack occurred on Feb. 10
around 12 :30 p.m. on the 400
block of Jefferson St. NW.
Anyone with information about these crimes should
call D.C. Crime Solvers at 1-800673 · 2777 or the sex offense
branch of the Metropolitan Police
at (202) 727 -4151. Anyone who
supplies information that leads to
an arrest is eligible for a reward
ofupto$1000.
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Ethnic diversity is essence of District's
norther11 prestigious residential neighborhood·
By Joyce E. Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
~

Rooted in Washington
history as a battleground .
Shepherd Park, in the norther1_1most part of the Di stri ct,

was where Confederate so ldiers were engaged as they
mounted an attack on nearby
Fort Stevens in 1864. ·

The area got its name
from Alexander Robe y
Shepherd, the governor of the
Territory of the Di strict of
Columbia from 1873 to 1874,
and one of the city's mo s t
powerful and influential
politicians. Shepherd and his
wife had an estate on what is
now Georgia Avenue, near
Geranium Street.
In 1909, Shepherd
Park acquired its first major
institution when Congress
appropriated $300,000 to
enable the Army to purchase
land and build what eventually would become the Walter
Reed Army Medical Center at
16th Street and Alaska
Avenue . This was the beginning of the di scovery of the
neighborhood for land developers.
In 1911 , a large part
of the Shepherd esrate wa s
sold to an investment compa ny and soon after the nei ghborhood began to' take shape
with many of the emerging
streets bearin g the names of
trees, a lrademark of
Shepherd Park.
The o rigin a l• re s idents of Shepherd Park were

•

THE HILLTOP

middle-class, Anglo-Saxon munities were developed well
Protestants and the builders, after much of Shepherd Park
who were also of that group, was already established. The
established rules to keep the houses built in Colonial
location predominantly white. Village were expensive and
Mostly, all of 1he deeds con- the village exclusive~
ta ined re s trictive covenants restrictive covenants barred
de signed to keep out ''any . ''negroes ... Armenians, Jews,
negro or co lored person or Hebrews , Persians, and
person of negro extraction," Syrians."
Jews, and other Semitic peoNorth Portal Estates
was the work of Jewish
ple.
Although prejudice, developers who undertook
the se initial Shepherd Park most of their building after
resident s were energetic, the 1948 Supreme Court decicivic-minded and influential. sion which invalidated racialIn 1917, they formed a citi- ly restrictive cove nant s.
zen's association and took on Therefore, the 220 hou ses,
•
sucJl projects as the extension more modern than the older
and paving of 16th Street and homes in Shepherd Park,
persuading. the District to became a haven for wealthy
build an elementary sc hool to Jewish families.
educate the neighborhood 's
In the early 1940s,
children , as well as to attract before North Portal Estates
mo re families to Shepherd were built, and often despite
Park.
restrictive covenants, Jews
There has always began moving into Shepherd
been much confusion• about Park in the far northwestern
the boundarie s of Shepherd part of the neighborho<?d.
.Park . Today, the citizens' After a significant number of
association say s Shepher ~ Jews moved into the neighPark lie s north of Asp.e n borhood, their strong fa1nilial
Street (Walter Reed 'S south- and religious commitment
ern boundary to the District necessitated the development
line ar Ea stern Ave nue and of synagogues, delicatessens,
west of Georgia Avenue to kosher butcher s hops and
Rock Creek Park).
bakeries.
As Jew s moved in,
The se boundaries
in c lud e two well-defined non-Jews moved out. By
communities that lie west of 1964, according to an esti16th Street: Colonial Village mate of the pastor of an onceand North Protal Estates. a 11
Anglo-Saxon
Most of 1he people li ving in Northminster Church, the
these areas claim not to be a parish (lare:ely Shepherd
part of Shepherd Park.
Park), had bee. "e about 80
Both of these com- percent Jewish.

A few years later,
Shepherd Park underwent
another racial change: Black
families began moving into
the neighborhood. Following
World War II , the housing
market for middle-class black
families was even worse for
blacks than it was for Jews.
After an intense struggle with
real estate agents and citi zens ' organizations, Shepherd
Park became home to many
black middle-class families.
The changing religious and racial composition
·
o f Shep herd P ar k h as strong I y
affected the fortunes of the
churches and synagogues that
chose to locate there, often in
ways these institutions found
disappointing.
Northminster Church
had prospered at first; by
1962 , its congregation had
1,200 members , _many of
them within walking distance.
Today, however, the growing
Jewish and black populations
and the attraction of newer
churches have reduced its
numbers to about 300 members on its rolls.
The Fir s t Alliance
Christian Church of rhe
Christian Missionary Alliance
moved
from
nearby
Brightwood to Shepherd Park
in 1957 . Yel , in 1975 . the
church decided to follow its
members into the suburbs of
the Dis1rict. II so ld its build·
ing to a black congregation,
the Firs t United Church of
Jesus Christ Apostolic, whose
membership of 400 includes

only a dozen families that
li ve in Shepherd Park.
Even
with
the
changes in the religious balance of the commu n ity,
Shepherd Park ha s changed
little in physical appearance.
Over the years, the residents
continue to remain middlec la ss. The Moreover, the
neighborhood i s s till religiously and racially diverse .
Shepherd Park Elementary
School ha s about 30 white
children in a student body of

400, but the white population
is larger than that proportion
suggests.
Real estate brokers
say they have almost as many
white buyers as black ones.
In addition, they say the trend
among purchasers is toward
y.oung families and singles.
On a few real estate
brochures, the present day
Shepherd Park is referred to
as ''one of the Capital's most
prestigious residential neighborhoods."
•.
Pictured below: Walter Reed Army Medical Center
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By Natonia Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Traveling through Shepherd
Park, a se rene and alluring
neighborhood in tlie north ern most tip of the Distri c t, one
would find "it difficult to believe
that this verdant area has been
recorded in Washington 's hi story
.as a ''never-endin ·) battle ground."
Well, believe it.
ln 1864, when it was a vast
woodland and farm field ,
Confederate soldiers under Maj.

'

I

•

~reate

Gen. Jubal A . Early were
engaged in a bloody battle as
they launched an attack on nearby Fort Stevens. Almos t I 00
years later, residents ·of the area
found themselve s engaged in a
civil war of their own. It was
during the late 50s and early 60s
when affluent middle-to-upper
c la ss black familie s, fleeing
from the discord of downtown
ci ty life, sought res idency in
Shepherd Park's peaceful wooded hilltops.
Unfortunately, their attempts
to buy homes were blocked by
raci st property deeds, whic~
co ntained
re s trictiv~

•
Sheph er,d Park . .

'

to

an integrated

covenants designed to keep out
''any negro or colored pe~on of
negro blood extraction," Jew s
and other Semitic people. Even
though, the Supreme Court' s
1948 annulment Of discriminatory covenants, the practice of
den)'ing housing to, blacks sti ll
prevailed. No fair housing law
protected their rights.
By tacit agreement, most real
estate agents sought to keep the
neighborhoods west of Rock
Creek Park exclusively for
whites; black home buyers were
directed to ar'eas east of the
Park, where they were often
prey of real estate speculators.

The se s peculators frequen1ly
overcharged 1hem while at rhe
same time placi ng them in hostile s ituation s in inho spi t able
neighborhoods.
Money hungry Realtors, also
referred to as blockbu ste rs,
exploited the situation even further by moving a black famil y
onto an all white-block, and 1hen
hara ss the white homeow ners
into se lling their homes, warning
them that property values would
fall now that blacks were moving in. Responding out of fear,
many white-homeowners so ld
their property and fled further
out into the suburbs. The
Realtors then re-sold the houses
at inflated prices to blacks, who
were desperately seeking decent
neighborhood s in which to
move .
In 1958, a group of black and
white homeowners in Manor
Park were determined to take a
s tand and expose the block busters' tactics. Unable to persuade the area's established citi zens' a ssoc iation, which was
comprised of mostly white
Anglo -Saxon Prote s tant s, to
amend its bylaws and accept
black residents into membership,
they formed a new, racially inlegrated organization, Neighbors
Inc. The main priorities on their
agenda were to fight 1he blockbusters and to bring white and
black families together in a
''genuinely'' integrated co1nmunity. The following year proved
that their efforts to bring about
change finally paid off.
In 1959. the Realto1·s. wh o
were in ~upport of Neighbors

n~ighborhood

l11c.'.5 agenda, warned them of
how the blockbusters wc;;re plannir1g to targe1 the Shepherd Park
and 'faKoma, D.C. areas. The
group quickl y extended its operations into those neighborhoods,
making it difficult ·for the blockbu sters to ''scare'' white homeowners into selling their homes.
The blockbusters arrived, but
a number o f factors dafl\Pened
the panic they sought to provoke. For one thing, the houses
in Shepherd Park were more
expensive than tho se in other
neighb o rhood s. Thi s made it
difficL1lt for bl oc kbu s ters to
scare white homeowners into
sel ling their homes . Since the
houses were more expensive, the
blockbusters would have a difficult time trying to re -sell the
houses at an even higher price.
A lso, Neig hbors Inc . were
already in these areas holding
meeting s in dif"ferent homes
e11couraging all re s ident s to
counteract the moves of the
blockbu sters. They introduced
the black families who wanted
to purchase hon1es to white families and informed homeowners
that property values would not
fall if they chose to sell their
homes to blacks.
By rallying against and
exposing the racist tactics used
by the blockbusters, Neighbors
Inc . did open the doois which
made integration possible in the
Shepherd Park area. According
to the reports taken by the
Census Bureau at the beginning
of the racial turnover in 1960,
out of 5458 there were 93 black
fan1ilies living in this area. By

1970, blacks constituted 48 .3 ·
percent o f the poRulation of
5,91 3; by 1980, 66<percent of
5, 101.
As far as physical appearance
goes, Shepherd Park has
changed very little. However,
civic concerns and the organization to carry out these concerns,
ha s changed.
The Upper
Georgia ! .venue Planning
Committee, which recently
replaced Neighbors Inc . has a
new agenda to carry out-the
development
of Georgia
Avenue .
Georgia Avenue was never
known for elegant shopping.
Most of it s businesses were
small family enterprisesplaces people went to for hardware, shoe repair, dry cleaning,
liquor, haircuts or a gallon of
mi~k. In recent years, however,
four ''go-go joints," a massage
parlor, five fast-food chain outlets and a ?-Eleven opened in
nine commercial blocks that border Shepherd Park.
In addition, the Upper
Georgia Avenue Planning
Committee has fought these
encroachments by rallying for a
public library, which is slated to
be built on the site of yet another
fast-food outlet had intended to
occupy. They also protested for
the closing down of the four · ..
''go-go joints''-and all but one
of the joints have folded.
Currently, there are plans to
build a nine-story complex of
apartments and fine shops at the
Di s trict line, where Eastern,
Alaska and Georgia avenues
come together.
•
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1nl1J an t:\f1t1ng car.:rr don't jost sett le for any "Oftware
ba.~ . Ju~t as Seiko er ea tell the world's first qu11rtz " at ch r..'l1 n1pan) • ch1XN: Oraclt~.
\\l- ilf( 1nt.::rc•1cll in individuals with tech nical
v.·irhoul a battery• Q('llh remarkable fear~ . l\ut ••UT
1cchnology didn 't stop with database software . 1ny dtJ!:rC't$ l()r p...-,.;111ons Ill Sott\o\·are uc ... ek11micnt. l'cchni·
cal Support_ r(ln~ultingand !'roduct Managemenl .
more than tht1~ stopped w11h telling the 1ime ..
S(•11d \ nur resu me to t,arry L.yn n or l .indsay Ou1n·
Today. Oracle pro\·itl es total systems sol uti <ln~
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BLACK FASHION IS ON THE MOVE WITHOUT A DOUBT...
BLACK DESIGNERS ARE
ING THEIR
KAT LAST.
AfricaWear promoteB learning and
5e/f e5teem thro,u gh
all crime. The media perpetuate these misconcepT-Shirt product

•

'

By Maya Samms
Hillt~ Staff Writer

Africa is a country. Black men are the cause of

tions daily through images seen on TV, in the
movies, and in the news.
Africa Wear is a T-shirt created to counterattack these nega-

Witten worked in production and casting at the Arel,'la
Stage in Washingto11, D.C. and the Shakespeare Fe'stival and
tive stereotypes of blacks. The black, cotton 1'-shirts di splay Theatre Workshop in New York City. She then returned to
'
the most current map of Africa, showing the
countries in col- D.C. to teach medi a arts in private school s. In 1989, Wi~n
'
ors including mustard seed, avocado green, lemon twist, rasp- gackaged a show for the Black Family Reun:ion. The program,
'Nubian Family," highlighted issue -> concerning the bla4k
berry red, and tangerine. The map identifies and names all the
woman, the black man. and the black child. She continued qy
countries on the African continent.
Africa Wear targets
customizing shows for various organizations.
blacks between the
''I vowed to be educationally orienled, particularly for
Sidney Witten, an
ages of 15 and 34, priyoung people," Witten said .
alumna
Howard's
SPICE grew out of this pledge. The programs under SPICE
marily students. It is
School
Fine Arts, focus on examining value systems other than those found in
an educational tool
America, according to Ms. Witten. The programs are now
meant for both learn is the Executive

J.

of
of

being scheduled for test programming. The program "Your
Director
of
SPICE
and
Value s o r Your Life'' will be testmarketed at the Duke
while encouraging dia'
logue between the the President/CEO of Ellington School of the Arts in March of 1993. This program
compares African value systems with those
members
of
the
MEDlACORP.
of contemporary America. '"Meet Africa''
African Diasporic community.
Majoring in direct- introduces youth to Africa. SPICE plans to
Media Projects Corporation (MEDIA'
CORP) produce s, promotes and sell s the ing, Ms. Witten has enact these programs in Ward 8 of the D.C.
Public School System in the near future.
shirts. MEDIACORP is an educational
had
a
long-term
Witten describes AfricaWear as an edumedia production finn. It serves as the sis'
ter organization to SPICE, Special Projects interest in both the cational product. The T-shirts corresp_o nd
of the programs.
Initializing Correctional Education, which
media and educa- with the theme s Educational
products
was started in July, 1991 .
SPICE concentrates on producing edution. Ms. Witten con- compliment the programs and vice ve~a.
cational programs for youth based on the concepts of social
siders herself an
"Wearing the T-shirts
and economic development . Although AfricaWear began
image s.recialist cre- thematically speaks
under the auspices of SPICE, the campaign became too large
to wearing an African
to handle and SPICE could not wholesale as a community serating pretty piccentered value sysvice organization.
tures with a powerful tem," Witten said.
Media Products Corporation became incorporated in July,
message."
The shirts can be
1992. The company formed a contract with SPICE to promote
ing and teaching,

found at over 20

the T-shirts and produce other educational products for

SPICE.
Sidney J. Witten, an alumna of Howard's School of Fine
Arts, is the Executive Director of SPICE and the

President/CEO of MEDIACORP. Majoring in directing, Ms.
Witten has had a long-term interest in both the media and education. Ms. Witten considers herself an image specialist creating ''pretty pictures with a powerful message.''
''Racism is perpetuated through images," Witten said. ''I
want to make sure young people see the right images. It 's
what KRS-1 describes as 'Edutainment' .''
(

stores nationwide. The short sleeve shirts sell for $15 and the
long sleeve shirts sell for $20. The sales kicked off during qte
summer of 1992 at Black Expo. Other festivals included
Georgia Avenue Day and the Black Caucus. The shirts were
featured in Howard's Homecoming Fashion Show last fall.

SPICE projected selling the shirts through May, I 9~2.
Howevet, because of their overwhelming response to sales,
Witten plans to move the product until the last shirt is sold.
MEDIACORP will continue to promote other SPICE products
which expand upon the educational concept.
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Kilimahjaro hosts concert for true hip-hop fans
By Frederick J. Goodall
Hilltop Staff Writer

When hip- hop bega11 over a
decade ago. everyone thought that
it \Va s a passing !"ad. They
belie,·cd that no one would want
to l1co1r -.1)111e kids from the ghetto
talkir1g liver drun1 tracks for too

familiar with Brand Nubian. Their
album, ''One for All'', combined
smooth grooves with thoughtful
lyrics and became an underground
classic. Unfortunately, this
· dynamic group disbanded in the
fall of 1991 when Grand Puba
Maxwell decided to pursue a solo
career.

Bc.. idcs. it wasn't real music

Although the chemistry of the

1011g.

an) \\' <I)'.

Whc11 11c<lple realized that hipl1c1p \\' ~' " hcrL' 10 Sl<ty. they tried to
)>tl.:11..:c it. but 1he vibe was too

.lo ud . Wi th beat s boo1ning fron1

jeeps and powerful (so1netin1es
scar)' ) \'oc;1Js. hip-hop de~anded
to be heard . Kids who had not had

a voi<.:c before. were pie ·ing up
microphones to tell their stories to
whoever \\'Ould li sten, and based
on the sales of hip-hop albums,

original group has been lost, Lord
Jamar and Sadat X continue to
•
make slammin' hip-hop records.
Their new album, '' In God We
Trust'', co ntinues to reflect the
teachings the Five Percent Nation,
as well as boo1n in home systems
and jeeps. The first single from
the album. '' Punks Jump Up to
Get Beat Down," is becon1ing a
favorite among hip-hop fans.
I
Hip-hop fan s will also reme1n-

Brand Nubian will headline Kilimanjaro's positive rap show on Friday, February 19
bald-headed lyri cal lunatics blast
out of speake rs with son1e of the
•
wildest, most spontaneous. co1nplex sounds heard in a while.

that no matter what city you're in ,
there 's always a ghetto. Onyx
wants their music to speak to all
of the people who live in these

ber Positive K. who made a guest
appearan ce on Brand Nubian's
first album. In 1989, he had a hit
single, ''I'm Not Having It," with
MC Lyte. He was also associated

performing, rough, rugged street

with the old-school group Masters

Onyx, the lyrical lunatics

•

r11illion~

of people are listening.
Group~ such a~ Public Enemy
and Boogie Down Production s
~po ke direc tl y to black teenagers
<ind g:l\'C 1t1c111 positive messages
t(1 u1Jlift <111d unify the black
11a1ion. Th " '" grol1 ps opened the
doors lor o tl1cr groups to present
... ir11ilar m essages to the black
youth.
T~nighc, Kilimanjaro
Nightc lt1b \viii prese nt a positive
rap concer1 featuring Brand
Nubian. Positive K, Onyx, Double
XX Po~se. Showbiz and A .G ., and
Dia111on<l D.
Mo ~ t true hip - hop fan_s are

•

steadi ly c limbing the rap charts.
Whenever the song is played, the
crowd will definitely start moving. But a word of warning to
anyone who is not familiar with
this group; if you do not like slam
dancing. you'd better get off of
the floor when Onyx start s performing ''Throw Ya Guns .. .''
When Double XX Posse starts

•

revealed to the world . The first
s ingle, '' Be s t Kepi Secret,"
describes Diamond D's rise from
relative obscurity to hi s present
state as hip-hop star. ·
Not o nly is Diamond D a
superb beat maker and producer,
he is also a talented lyricist. His
songs are intri~ate, yet the scenarios are so realistic that most kids
on the block can relate .
Diamond D 's trademark style
is al so evident on Showbiz and
A.G:s a lbum, ''Runaway Slave."
But thi s duo is not totally dependent on Diamond D's magic
because they have a few tricks up
their own sleeves. They have hiphop flowing through their veins
and it manifest s itself in their
1nusic . Fat beats and smooth horn
riffs n1ake Showbiz and A.G .'s
album a hip-hop classic.

knowledge is guaranteed to be
dropped . 1:,.il111g fron1 Jer se y

of Ceremony with Grand Puba.
But hi s days of playing second
fiddle are over. Positive K is making much noi se with hi s debut
album, ' 'The Skills Dat Pay Da
Bills." Hi s a lbum takes all types
of mu sical s tyle s and me s he s
them together with a serious hiphop undertow. Although people
compare hi s rhyme style with
Puba's, they are totally different.
Hi s s tyle is more offbeat and
uncanny.
Positive K also enjoys adding
a little hun1or to get his messages
across. Hi s single, ''I Got A Man ,"
is a funny story about a man trying to pick up a woman who 's not
havin g it. Po sit ive K show s his
di versity by playing both roles on
the record.
For son1e se riou s di vffSity,
Onyx is the grouP. Th ei r sound
combines the liveliness of Leaders
of the New School with the ruthlessness of NWA. The se four

City. NJ. Double XX Posse. MC
Sugar Ray and Peter Barnes, are
one of the most pronli .s in g new
groups in hip-hop.
Their album, '' Put Ya Boots
On." prove s to the black youth
that it isn ' t necessary 10 resort to
crin1e to gain success and respect.
The y show that it is possible to
ri se above the pits of th e ghetto
and beco1ne a productive citizen .
H ip-hop saved them, a nd they
hope that it will sav~ someone
el se .
Diamond D and the Psyc hoti c
Neurotics are also kicking so me
hard core positive hip-hop on their
albun1 , ··s tunts. Blunts. and Hip-

Top left: Positive K, Bottom left: Showbiz and A.G., Bottom

right: Diamond D and the Psychotic Neurotics
Th e)' dc.,cribe their albur11 .
··sacda1·ul·u1>.·· :1~ United States
Ghetto (U.S.G.). Onyx believes

g t1ettoes.
Their first single and video.
··Thro\v Ya Guns in the Air:· is

Ho)!;.°·
Diamond D has been produc·
ing and making beats for other
hip - hop arti s ts for m any years
with littl e recogni ti o n. Luckil y,
Diamond D 's s ecret has been

Double XX Posse bring hiphop on the positive tip
The album also features several cameo appearances including
Ores (Black Sheep). Kid Capri
and Lord Finesse. They kick several s tyle s on th e album that
appeal a wide variety of tastes.
Wh en th ey ' perform live ,
Showbiz and A .G . kick freestyle
lyrics ren1iniscent of o ld-school
outdoor jams. Be prepared as they
catch wreck on the mic" because
they will bring the house down.
With thi s stellar line up, this
c,o ncert will definitely be s1anding
room 011ly, so ge t yo ur lickets
imtnediately. For n1ore information on the show or for tic kets ,
ca ll Kilim anjaro at (202 ) 32&-

3838.

•
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You've worked hard...

WHMM debuts African-American playhouse
By Otlce Rice
Hilltop Satff Writer
WHMM. Channel 32, will
debut " Eden 's Choice" on
Monday, February 22 at 9 p.m. as
part of it' s African - American
Playhou se series.
. The r11ission of thi s series is to
•
add nlo re voices and stories to the
co ntinuing history of blacks in
America.
"Eden'.., Choice" is a half hour
dra111atic special about a young
ma11, Mark Eden . who receives a
visit fr 61n hi s guardian angel
when he 's tempted to do the
wrong thing.
When hi s father is seriously

injured in a car accident, Eden is
tempted to enter the illegal drug
trade to keep his family solvent.
His guardian angel, a good
natured spirit, interrupts his plans
by telling him that there are other
ways to make money. Although
she tries to lead Eden in the ·right
direction, she leaves the final
decision to him.
The guardian angel explains to
Eden that everyone has choices to
make, and introduces him to three
historical
figures , Harriet
Tubman, Medgar Evers, and Viola
Liuzzo.
She lets Eden know that the
choices made by the se heroic
freedom-fighters yesterday, con-

tribute to the human rights gains
we enjoy today.
"Eden's Choice" was sc ripted
and co-p roduced by Michael A .
Tucker, an award-wi nning writer
who teaches journalis1n at
Howard.
The special was also direc ted
and co- produced by Tina ManceLee. a producer with WUSA-TV.
Eve11 though "Ede n 's
Choice" was prodUced for Black
History Month. Freeman reminds
us in his introduction "our legacy
is an integral part of the American
saga and should be re111en1bered
every month."

Excelled acadenlically...
Achieved results. •.
Now it's time to trade up•••
If you fX>SSeSS exceptional analytical talent ..want to
use sophisticated technology... and thrive on com-

plex intellectual challenges-you can achieve re5Ults
wilh O'C,onnor & Associates.

We're a premier techoology·ba!fd securities trading
and financial risk management firm specializing in
U.S. and Canadian equity & index options, convertible securities and other derivative instruments.
O'Connor & Associates wil l be integrated into a Swiss

Bank Corporation subsidiary If the necessary regulatory approvals are received.

'

CAREERS IN
OPI'IONS
·
ING
We provide renowned - c a l training coupled
with its practical application on an exchange fl oor or
risk management trading desk. We expect you IO
express your ideas. oollaboratively develop dynamic
solutions, and assume responsibility for committing
capital and managing ponfolK> risk. .
career opportunities exist in major financ ial centers
in North America and Europe.

•

We want to meet you! Leam fTIOI e a bout our innovative firm at our presentation in the Howard Inn-Reeve Koom

oo February 24th. F0< rrore information, oonlact !he Office of career Planning and Placement If unable IO
attend. direa your resume to: O'Connot & Asa>ciates, Attn: Proiesional Recruitme1tt, 1'1 W. JadlOft,
Chicago, IL 60604. Equal Opportunity Employer >NF/DIV

O'CONNOR & ASSOCIATES
TRADE UPTO THIS CAREER OPl10N.
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Speakier Toni Blackmon goes beyond past accomplishments to form new performance company

•

•

By Natalie Tellis

'

tions skills.

old people writing about us and

Hilltop Staff Writer

'. .

''It clicked in my head defi11ing who we are. It is time
that this is something that I love for our generation to have a say
Toni Blackmon is the signa- doing," Black1non said.
in that. I think this is parallel to
ture of Howard University's
And it is something that the energy of the Harlem
drive toward excellence,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Renaissance,"
said
perfection. and style.
Blackn1on. "We are on the

Black111on is well-known
an1ong campus organ1za-

lions for her Speech COO-

suiting in campus productions. and her speech
coaching and performing
with the Martin Luther
King Forensics Society.
Now she is using her talents in speech cornmunication and her business
mind to head off as executive producer in her
O\vn performing company.

Her per+orming is
. J•
flawless,· she z'nspz' ,,.eS
1
th. OSe she z'nstrUCfS ·to
I

keep at the task Until a
performance that is
nothing short oif
exce.llent can be
d l'
d

Blackn1on began
co1npeti11g with the MLK
Forensics Society in the
Fall of 1986 when she was an
undergraduate student at Howard
University.
''I fell in love with perfornling," Blackinon said.
This love helped earn
her a scholarship from the
speech team, and while she was
a Resident Assistant at Howard,
she \vorked with the students as
a motivational speaker, which
got her interested and involved
in the speech training industry.
Now a second year
graduate student at How ard,
Blackmon is the coach at the
MLK Forensics Society, a
speecl1 consultant for job
searchers. a sales representative,
a coordinator for pageants and
productio11s, and a coordinator
for workshops on communica-

•

e lVe re .

she does well. If you have ever
seen her perform. or even talked
to Bl ac kmon , you can11ot 111iss
her bold presence and rich voice,
which are complen1ented by her
striking features. such as braids
that arra11ge then1selves perfectly
in her face as she delivers a
moving perfonnance.
Her performing is fla\\'·
less, and she inspires those she
instructs to keep at the task until
a performance that is nothing
short of excellen1 can be deliv ered.
Blackmon carries thi s
excellence over to her new bor11
company, named Hham, short
for Hip Hop Arts Move!11C:~t.
She says this na1ne evo lved as a
result of the 111ove1nent of the
Hip Hop gene rati on.
··we have all of these

vanguard of an Urban
Renaissance in poetry, rap,

.
Jazz,
an d f'I1 1n. "

The performers, or hip
hop griots, as they prefer to
be called in Hham, dramatize literature using acting,
rap, vocal, and drama techniques. They bring poetry
to life. These hip hop griots
do not have a restricted
audience, and they put

ing ads, t-shirts, posters, and
eventually they hope to get
recorded.
They also hope to give a
performance on the yard the
weekend of the Hip Hop
Conference to give Howard
students a flavor of what
Hh am is all about. Hham
envisions becoming a part
of the new Black Artist
Re vo lu ~ion. Blackmon predicts that the response will
be great.
''Hham is an extension
of the African oral tradition.
It is an echo of our past, to
the funkadelic era, to now.
It is a form of signifying,"
said Blackrrion.
Blackmon's other pro·ects include an anthology of
poems and a rap demo that she
has been working on. She has
been rapping since she was
13. Blackmon hopes to graduate with an advanced degree in
May and to go on to appeal to
-• young people as we ll as the
, old with her multiplicity of
projects, talents and services.

forth poetry with a twist.
··Jt's a little 1nore than

poetry reading. and it is not
exactly dra111atic interpretation.'' Blacknlon said.
Black1non, who is the
executive producer of Hham ,
along· with Mike Williams, the
producer,
have
recruited
i11 vestors. employees, and pert'ormers to make Hham a s ucce.'ls. Tl1e performing company
has already gotten positive
responses from audiences at T. J .
Reinington·s and Our House, has
been booked at 1nany more
s hO\VS to be announced,
Black111on said.
'·The vision started
small. but ii is getting much bigger. We plan to be national by
the e11d of 1993, .. Blackmon
added.
Hha11't's public relations
staff is \vorking h ard on the
product line to expa nd the
a\vareness of the perfor1ning
con1pany. They will be produc-

Stanley Crouch brings voices of blacks alive in new collection
•

Struggles of blacks chronicled in Notes of a Hanging Judge
•

By Richard Chllaa
Hiiitop Staff Writer

In this collec-

You've worioed hanl.,,

•

Excelled academc:ally...
Achieved results.,,
Now it's time to trade up. ..
If you possess exceptional analytical talent. .•want to use
sophisticated technology...and thrive on complex intellectual cha lie~ -you can achieve results with Swiss
Barne Corpontion -Capital Maricm .and Tru..ry.

CAREERS IN
OPfIONS
ING

The integration of The O'Connor Partnerships and Swis.s We provide renowned theoretic.al training coupled with
Banlc Corporation's Capital Markets and Treasury busi- its practical application on an exchange floor or risk
ness has resulted in an innovative, client-focused
organization poised fOf global leadership aaoss the full
range of ~pita:I markets and rreasury products and
services. Our expertise is trading and rislcmanagementcash and derivitive instruments - in foreign etthange,
interest rates and Japanese and European l?'quities.

management trading desk. We expect you to express
your ideas, collabor.itive1y develop dynamic solutions,
and assume responsibility for trading and managing
portfolio risk.

Career opportunities exist in major financial centers in
North America, Europe and Asia.

We want to meet you! learn more about our innO\lative firm at our presentation in 1he Howard lnn.lteeve Room
on February 24th. For more information, contact the Office of Career Planning and Placement. If unable to attend
direct your resume to; Swiu Bank Corporation, Attn: Profetsional Re('ruibnmt, 141 W. Jaiduon, Otic;igo,

I

1l

60604. Equal Opportunity Employer MJr-/DN

I

TRADE UPTO ~CAREER OPTION.

i

Capital Markets and Treasury

Swl11Bank
C6i poratlon

l

~il<rtwlrell

SoclttA de Borq.1951 lisse
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tion of essays, reviews
and personal reflections,
Stan ley Crouch of the
Village Voice takes us
on a narrative journey
through che voices of
the black experience.
With the raw passion
and eloquence of his
baptist pulpit background, Crouch laughs,
cries, and shou t s the
jubilant hallelujahs of
• we made it over."
:'how
Through passages ranging from ''Aunt Jemima
don ' t li ke Uncle Ben'' to
''Blues in the Capital of
Capitalism'' and ''Do
the Race Thing," we
remember the majestic
heritage and legacy of a
people who stood at the
gates of slave ry 's hell
and faced the dark
night s of seg regation
and racial injus~ice.
As well as chronicling the great struggles
our people have overcome, the text is filled
with challenges facing
our people in the future.
Crouc h 's
essays
'' Mes se nger s of Joy''
and ''The Rage of Race' '
juxtapose the directions
of America's race relations with the realities
of its lib eral practice.
The a u thor provides
interesting visions of
the African-American

.,.

'

STANlEJ
CROUCH

,

Notes of a Hanging Judge
by Stanley Crouch
commitment to America
and to the African continent .
Though the text at
times digre sses into a
series of intellectual
se lf-s timulation s. it
remains true to its commitment 'to our beautiful
heritage. The collectio n
mirrors the richnes s of
the black cu lture in the
reflection its own beauty.
Notes of a Hanging
Judge leads us through

spiritual and intellectual
wonderings
from
Mis sissippi and New
York , to Sowetto and
Capetown. With keen
insights and journalistic
perception,
Crouch
brings to life one black
man's prosaic voice to
cap ture the in s piring
harmony of ''this most
peculiar people." This
.text is truly a· unique
perspective on familiar
public issues and private lives. Profiling our

most dynamic, as well
as the ignored and
unheard,
Stanley
Crouch walks wi th us
and magically listens to
our voices as he simply
narrates the majesty of
these blues people.
Stanley Crouch has
been a jazz critic and
staff writer at the
Village Voice for 10
years. His work has also
appeared in the New
Republic, Esquire, and
The New York Times.
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the game
SILENT CRY
in a funny way
what i have to say
is how on that day .
the game
i had to learn to play

You are the source that has led to my ruin.
I am a victim of my own weakness - a garden
rose which has suffered without knowing the
tears of the sky .
Our relationship fashioned itself around the
circumstances at state .
What we have, . whether it be love or infatuation,
is relat ive to the individual .
Am I not the individual?
Though my passions have not yet died, I see
the
possession of promise in your unspoken words
words which were spoken by an e xperience of
our
companionship within the diversity of our
fling .
My greatest thought is neglected - that
, thought
is to be wi t h you .
So tender a thought, so tender a wish.
Harmony was the soul of our togethern ess and
it is
proven so ·that our characters never knew the

28 Days

alone
by a very small light
can't weep
gotta fight
did i get it quite right
the gam.e
makes you lose sleep
sometimes all-night
looking at my hourglass
don't want u smoking no grass
make u just want to kick somebody's ass
the game
makes you lose cool and your class

make u just wanna flex
see a hat
with a X
how dare y'all play my brother like sex
the game
makes you wonder
who next\?

Let me drag you from your home,
Place you in a totally foreign land,
Make you work like an animal,
Hang your father when I get angry,
Have your mother take care of my
c hildren,
Rape your sister when I feel like it,
Whip your brother until I get tired,
Dehumanize you in every possible
way,
And give you 28 days to remember
500 years of injustice
Then you can call me racist.

•

Kevin Staton
Senior, Hotel/Motel Management

•

i must go
something important to know
if you really knew the sea'
the game
!
play them like the two dollar ho'

The One
Before I met you, 1ny life was like a colorless sky
You entered it and brought all the colors of a rainbow
Everyday I get down on my knees and ask God why
He blessed an unworthy person such as I
\
With an Ebony goddess full of love

Robert L. Stamps
Sophomore, Directing major
Thinking About You ·

You are the anchor that keeps 1ny ship from drifting
The boost that keeps me on the go
You provide the stableness that prevents my life from shifting
A beautiful song that gives my soul a lifting
I believe you are a gift sent from up above
My love for you shines as bright as the sun
Warming my soul and mine heart
The moment I saw you I knew I was done
Searching for the right one
With whom I could share my life
•

'

'Ihe search is over . . .
I have found the PERFECT
man.
He is intelligent, kind-hearted,
generous ,
truthful, faithful, so very gentle.

Fixed in my niind's eye, the picture of your smile
Represe11ting the very start
Of a relationship that pain nor sorrow can defile
Sheltering our love like a lost child
Dulling the point of /onliness' sharp knife

He listens to me, he is patient,
and most of all
He loves me more than I truly
deserve .
He is OUT THERE .
His name is - Jesus Christ . . .
•

Clay C. Pendarvis
Junior, English

•

. have YOU found him?

Lori E. Phifer
Junior , Psychology

I lie a lone in my bed
Thinking of the last words you said
You told me you were moving on
I can't believe you're gone . , .. , i J ,
I should have begged you to stay ,
But my ego got in the way
Now I dream about you everyday
You were too good, and your love was true
I thought it would always be me and you
I messed up again
Then I was alone in the end.
I'm glad I saw you the other day
You left me speechless, with nothing to
say
I could never forget your beautiful smile
I'm glad I saw you because I hadn't seen it
in a while
I looked in your eyes and remembered the
loving feelings
I remembered it was my heart you were
stealing
I wanted to grab you and give you a kiss
Your loving touch I sorely miss
I remember the last time I was to hold
you
This could be love is what I told you
Thi9 i9 why my heart can not be 9ati9fied
with being
just friends
A lthough it knows, I ma:j never get a
chance to hold you again
Love is still worth taking the chance
I'm glad I gambled with you in romance
Mitchell Green

Wi)@J

Participants Needed

If your name is not on the roster and you would like to be included In upcoming
TEXAS CLUB events please contact the club president, Jamal Jones at 865·

1. Ages 12 and up with asthma
who use daily asthma
medication.
2. Women of Childbearing potential
must regulary use contraception
to be eligible.
3. A stipend of up to $500 is offered
for full participation.

2556. We are looking forward to the participation of all Texans the yearl
AEROBICS CLASS-BURR GYM-5;00 P.M. FEB. 24, 1993
CALL TO WORSHIP-RANKIN CHAPEL-10 AM FEB.26,1993
BOWLING-BLACKBURN CENTER REC- 7 PM MARCH 9,1993
SENIOR RECOGNITION BANQUET-TIME/DATE TENtATIVE

If you are interested, please call
Lois Kay a.t 301-565-8207.
.,
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Upeomlng Evenl8
Indoor Track•

The m.en's and women's
te. .swlll
partlelpate
In the MEt\.C Indoor

ase
•

•

Tray. Championships In
PA. Feb. 111-20.

By James Conyer
Hilltop Staff Writer

1t'o en's HQOllSI

T h e
ladle11 wlll host North

Carolina A&T, Feb.
'.

20,
p.m. at The Burr.

6:00

•

The ladles will host South

Carolina State,
Feb.

22,

8&00 p.-. at The Burr.
Men's Hoops:

men

wlll host

The
North

Carolina A.AT, Feb.

20,
p.m.. at The Burr.

8:00

The men wlll host North
Carolina i\&T, Feb.
22 ,

8:00

p..m. at The Burr.
Wrestling:
The grapplers will travel
to participate In the

Mt:AC Championships at
Morgan State, Feh.
.

19.

On The Track
This weekend the
Howard University Men 's and
Women 's Indoor TraCk and
Field teams will compete in
the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference
Ind oor
Championships in Delaware.

•

•

•

According to Head Coach
William P. Moultrie, a J 9920lympic Track coach, the
men's team has a very good
chance of winning the title.
''We have a wide spectrum of
athletes who are pretty solid
with maximum streng th ,"
Moultrie said. The men, who
are coming off of a fairly
good showing
at the
University of Delaware Men 's
Indoor Track and Field Meet
last weekend, '3re lead by
strong performers like Abdjul
Martin, who last weekend finished fourth in the 55 meter
dash, Rodney Mickle , who
was victorious in the 1,500
meter run with a time of
3:56.4 and finished second in
the 800 meter rUn , and
Woodrow Bell, who won the
200 meter dash in 22.2 sec-'
onds.
•
Competing against strong
teams from Columbia, Drexel.
the University of Delaw~re ,
Delaware State and Lin coln
has helped the men get ready
for the upcoming champi onship meet. Moultrie predicted that his team will do very
well in the 1,500 and 800
meter runs and in sprint and
hurdle events. '' If the team
performs well , we should be
competitive," Moultrie said.
The women's team, accord·
ing to Moultrie, is always
very competitive, usually finishing in second or third
place . ''We run tough in the
3,000 and 1,500 meter runs
and in sprints," Moultrie said.
Moultrie went on to say that
he has a very good sprinter in
Stacy Jordan. Jordan recently
won the 55 meter dash it the
Princeton Relays. Jordan is
also a member of the sprint
medley team that finished
•
fourth in Princeton. Both
teams are expecting tough
competition from MEAC rival
Del. St3te and alsO Lincoln
'
University, however, Moultrie
believes that it should be a ·
very exciting weekend.

Springti111e is here a11d so is baseball
season -co llege baseball anyway. The
Biso11 started off their difficult seaso n
with a joL1rn ey South to visit Mid-,
Easter11 Athletic Conference rivals South
Carolina State . Kevi11 Davis was the
sta rtin g hurl er ir1 the Bi so n 's seaso n
opener. He pitched a goo d gan1e, but
David Ken::1n ca1ne in to relieve him in
the seve 11tl1 inni11 g. Although Kenan
pitched two and a third inning s of
shutout baseball. the Bison still came up
short by three runs in a heanbreaking I07 loss.
Having 110 time to reflect on their
loss, the tea111 was in Savannah the next
day in order to participate in the
Savannah Shoot-out Tournament. The
Bison' s first opponent was the Division
I-AA Champions-The Citadel. The starting pitcher in thi s folly was Ron
Duplessis. Hi s pitching was decent, howC\1er, f"ieldin g errors perr11ittcd the Citadel
to put runners on base a11d eventually
score. Thi s allowed.the Citadel to have
seve ral two -run i11nings. By the time
Darell Scott relieved Duplessis, The
Citadel had do11e 1nore. than enough damage to secure a win.
Tl1e host sc hool , Division II
Cha111pions-Arn1s tron g State Co lle ge,
was the oppor1e111 i11 the next three games
for the Biso11. In the first ga1ne played on

•

Feb. 14th, Marvin Spinner was the sacrificial lamb on the mound for the Bison.
In thi s 10-0 massacre, not only did the
fielders , who committed eight errors,
abandon Spinner, but the batters, who
combined for one hit in nine innings,
also failed to provide run support. Eric
Hodo decided to slop the carnage and
relieved Spinner, but alas, the slaughter
was over.
In the seco nd match played on
the l 5th, Howard decided to parti cipate.
First-year player Eli Kennedy was the
starter for the Bison. Hi s lack of experience and lack of off-the-mound pitching
showed. Armstrong ca me away with a
I 0-6 victory due to runners who were put
on base via walks and who scored on
sub seq uent hits . Although Kennedy
walked enough runners, three errors
com1nitted by the infielders and one by
Kennedy helped in sustaining scor ing
streaks by Ar1nstrong. Drayton Gilyard,
another first-year player, rCliev~d
Kennedy, but the move was loo little, too
late.
By press time, the Bison will have
played four more games as part of the
tournament . Armstrong will be th eir
opponents for the third a11d fourth limes
on Feb. 16th and 19th. On Feb'. 17th and
1·8t h. Howard will face the College of
Charleston. For Howard, the tournament
will . end this weekend with games
against the Universi1y of Ke11tucky on .
Saturday and North Ca rolina State

•

onroa

University on SuQday.
The 0-4 record of the base ball tea1n
is by no mean s an indication of the qual ity of the team. Th e team fa ces very
tough compelitio11 throu gho ut the season. All of th e non -MEA C teams i11
Division I- A were contender.s at some •
level of the College World Series. As
mentioned above. Th e Citadel and
Armstron g State Col lege were the
Division I-AA a11d Divi s ion II
Champions respectively. On top of playing tough con1petition. most of the
games are played 011 the road . Of the 30
co ntest s outside of th e MEA C
Tournament, only five are home games.
Even the se games are not true hom e
games because they are played on a neutral site because Howard does not have
adequate facilities.
Not only do these inadequate facili ties make the Bison fa ce opponents on
the road. but they al so affect the prac1ice
as well . Because Greene Stadium does
not have proper din1er1 sion s for base ball
field conversion s, the tean1 ca nnot have
an up""to-speed practice. The niost that
they can do is practice f"ieldi11g
grounders and pop-ups: pitchers are hir1 dered because there is no mound. This
affects their contro l and accuracy. In the
four ga1nes already played, Bison pi1ching has allowed 40 walks. 8 hornerur1s.
has hit 3 batters. a11d has committed 3
balks. The fielding in the four gan1es
has not been mu ch better; the infielders

~ave

committed 29 errors.
Team co-captain Keith Hammond
said, ''We have had no outside practice
due to the weather, no live batting prac·
tice until we came down here
rsavannah], and it has affected our play.
The pitchers· are getting behind in the
cou nt and when they throw a strike:, it's
a homerun. On top of that, these teams
have been practicing since January and
they started their seasons a week before
we started.''
In addition to suffering from lack of
adequate practice, the Bison also suffer
fro1n the lack of experience. Of the 20
players currently on the roster, I 3 players are first-year players and tbree,
sometimes four,cof them start. Opposing
teams may have on average two first·
year s1arters.
Despite the novelty Hammond said.
'·The first-year pl ayers are committing a
lot of errors, but they are impro~ing as
is the team. They [first-year players]
are gC:tting play(ing time] in their
respective roles and some , like William
Johnson, are coming off the bench and
doing well."
As the season goes on, the ''rookies''
will ge t valuable playing time in the
early tournaments, and the veterans will
be able to develop their power-hitting.
When the pitchers find their mark, the
Bison will find themselves fighting for
another MEAC title.

-

Athletes tell ''Why tJ:iey chose Howard''
By Gus Griffir1
Hilltop Staff' Writer

. ...

Dorothy Willian1s was on the verge
of sign ir1g a letter-of-inten{ to go to the
U11iversity of Mia111i when she began to
have seco11d thoughts. ··so111ething just
told me to Jl least visit Howard first,"
Willia1n s. an e len1en1ary educa tion
major, sa id. ''I kne\\' as soon as I saw
the yard th at thi s is where I wanted to
be."

Tl1e Florida resident-had a 3.67 grade
point average .a11d a full basketball
sc hola rship three years ago to attend
Mian1i. but picked Howard in stead and
is 11 0\V a s1;:1rti11 g gua rd for the Lady
Bison.
Willia111 s expresses feelings that are
not all together uncommon for Howard 's
e;.;ceptio11al stude111 athletes. While there
is a perception 01· the Howard athlete
havi11g bee11 unable to ga i11 the attention
of larger colleges <t 11d universities
around the cou11try, a significantly growing nu1nbcr of high sc hool and junior
co ll ege athletes are choos ing Howard
ahead of the n1ore ath letically noted
institutio11s.
'' I think th e ya rd and the social

atmosphere of the Wa shin gto n. D.C.
area a11d the general afrocentricity of the
region is what attracts these students."
sa id Ed Hill , the U11iversi ty's Sports
Information Officer. ''Ge nerall y an athlete like Dorothy or Jay who bypass
larger universities that 1night be able to
offer a better shot at national exposure
have a· higher level of co nsc iou sness
than the average athlete their age."
Jay. as in Walker, the Bi son's star
quarterback. was a tran sfer from Long
Beach State in California. Walker was
so ught by seve ral Pacific Athletic
Conference schools suc h as Washington
State and Oregon in addition to being
drafted by the California Angels as a professional baseball pitcher. Nevertheless,
Walker bypassed both of these offers and
came to Howard.
''I came to Howard for the 1nix of athleti cs and academics," Walker said.
''There is nothing like this.out on the west
coast.'' This is true. Prairie View
University in Texas is the farthest the historic~lly black colleges and universities
(HBCU 's) go westward . This ma y
account for the fact that many of the ath·
letes are, like Walker, from California.
Thirkland Gage, a third year medical

st ud ent \Vho played three years for the exposure would have been nice but that
Bison 1·ootball 1eao1, chose Ho,vard over th is is her only regret about her last
several closer HB'Cw. '\"i near his Lol1isiana n1inute choice to come to Howard'.
home and even p<tssed up on a chance to
''I love it," Williams said. ''A degree
play for Grambling Univers it y ' s leg- from a: top black co llege is so mething
endary football coach Eddie Robin son to tha1 I can look back on and cheri sh for
come to Howard.
the rest of my life.''
'' I wanted to ge l away t"ron1 ho1ne and
Walker agrees, ··1 have no regrets at
my parents always encouraged n1e to go all . I ha\1en ' t even given it a second
into the sc iences. So when I heard 01· Dr. thought.'"
Drew. Howard was 1he natural choi ce
Gage offers a more in depth analysis
for me." Gage is referring to Dr. of wh}1 Howard was the best choice for
Charles Drew. the man who de ve loped him. '' I was intimidated by math and scithe practice of blood 1ransfusio ns a1 ence throughout elementary and high
Howard University Hospital.
sc hool even though I liked it," Gage
Despi te the number of studen t ath- said, who intends to become a pediatri·
letes like Willian1s, Walker and Gage. cian. '·Black students jusl don't seem 10
Hill still understand s that Howa rd is a .ge1 the encouragement in tho se areas
hard sell to the student atl1lete who has from white teachers that I have ~Otten
watched th e Mi ch igans, Mi ;:1 111i s and here at Howard."
uses 011 11atio11al televi sio11.
Hill expects the influx of black stu''There is no qtiestion lh <1t \VC do not dents to HBCU s will continue to \bring
have the resources and f<tcilities to con1- Howard the cream. of the' crop.
pete with th ese other 111ajor co lleges,''
·'There are things that black students
Hill said. '' But \Vhat we do offer is a go through on white campuses no matter
quality educatio11 and people who v,iill how talented athletically or academicalhave a genuine concern for you a11d all ly they are that they simply do non conthe TV exposl;lre in th e world can' t tend with here,'' Hill said. ''This is iwhat
replace that.''
makes Howard special, not perfect, but
William s ackno\vledge s tha1 the special for any black student athlete."

-
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IN THE FEBRUARY t 2, IS,SUE
OF .THE HILLTOP IT WAS
WRITTEN IN A STORY ON
THE TRACK TEAMS PARTICIPATION IN THE MOBILE'!
INVITATIONAL MEET THAT
HOWARD'S TRACK TEAM
LOST. THIS, IN FACT, WAS
NOT THE CASE AT ALL.
THE TEAM DID NOT PLACE
WELL, HOWEVER THEY DID
NOT LOSE.

Shorts

ANDREA WILLIAMS
SPORTS EDITOR

Advertise in THE HILLTOP
contact Keivin Armstead
cal I 806-6868
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This 1s your chance to let your
voice be heard
Ladies of Alpha Chapter

I he Brothers of

Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. Beta Chapter

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,

along with
Howard Officer's Christian

Inc.

''Gays In The Military: Should

Fellowship

The Ban Be Lifted?'' A Forum

Feb. 25, 7pm,

invite everyone to attend
''A study in the Word''

(weekly Bible study)
Wednesday's 5 - 6 PM. Douglass

Hall Army ROTC Lounge

·

School of Business Auditorium
Black Power Movement
Masquerade!!! Friday;'February

26th 8:00 pm- 12:00 am in

Ill

Blackbum. · Party as your favorite
black hero. Cash money for best
costume.
'I'he l'exas Club Welcomes All
Texans to come out and join us:

The GaUery Lounge

February 24, 1993

Blackbum Center
(Refreshments will be se~ed.)
'Ibe Indiana State
Association/Show-Me-State
Clubs present... Happy Hour at
Chuck & Billy's Today (Feb. 19)

Aerobics with Debra Johnson
5:00 pm Burr Gym

'l'he Event of the week
A Jazz & Poetry Extravaganza

Friday Febl9
6 • 9 PM.

from4-8PM2718 Georgia ' · .
Avenue Food, Beer, & Good
Music!! Cover charge $2.0Q ·
The Arts & Sciences Jr. Class
Board is sponsoring a program
.featuring poet Dr. Rebera Foston

M.D., M.P.H. School of Social
WOrk Auditorium. 6:30 PM all
are invited
'l'he DIStlnguished Gentlemen

of
Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity Inc.
Bloody XI Chapter
Invite
•

Present

all interested men to the Spring
Information Session Friday

Febpiary 19, 1993

7-9 pm

February 28, 1993
Call to Worship 9:00 am
Rankin Chapel
March 9, 1993
Bowling
1
Party 7:00 pm Blackburn
· Recreation Room Please participate in these activities that are
planned especially for your
enjoyment, See you there!
'l'he Nation of Islam presents
Saviors Day at Woodson High
School Sunday at 3:30 PM The
Honorable Louis Farrakhan Live
via Satellite. For more informa-

tion Call 399-10 I0
ARE YOU IN'I ERES'l'ED IN
ENTERTAINMENT LAW?
WONDERING HOW TO
BREAK INTO THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY?
THAN DO NOT MISS THE
WASHINGTON AREA
LAWYERS FOR THE ARTS'
ENTERTAINMENT WORK-

University Campus Mosque.

HOWARD UNIVERSl'l'Y AND
WASHINGTON, D.C. MET.
ROPOLITAN CHAPTERS OF
THE-NATIONAL SOCIETY
OF BLACK ENGINEERS
(NSBE)
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20 7:00
p.m. and SUNDAY, FEBRUARY
21 3:00 p.m.
"You

DREAM'' was written by engineer, Dr. Claire Nelson, and will
be performed for two days only,·

•

FEB 20-21, at the Ira Aldridge
Theatre
, TICKETS ?-RE $8.00 FOR STUDENtS/$10.00 FOR ADULTS
IN ADVANCE. A LIMITED
NUMBER OF $12.00 TICKETS
WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE
DOOR. FOR TICKETS/INFORMATION: CALL (703) 848-9006
or (301) 230-2074 or CONTACT
A NSBE MEMBER.
FINANCE CLUB MEE] ING !
Monday, Feb. 22, 1993 5:00 pm
in SB Spring Conference Update!
BLAtKs IN '!'BE BIBLE
featuring: Keith Battle

Wednesday, February 24, I993 at
7:00 pm
Blackbum
Center- FORUM
Sponsored by Campus Crusade

PART-'I'IME

extremely low price.

Man1cunsVNail Techri1c1an
Booth Rent; Busy Shop Near
Howard University Experienced

V.CR Repair Guaranteed Services

D.C. 20059 (202)

(202) 29 t-6280

at 882-5845 or 452-5930

Loan Call C.F.C.D.
1-800-3988-2742 Today!!
PERSONALS

Kirby St NW. 2 Bedroom, 2
Bath, -CAC, Fireplace, W/D,
Dishwasher, Microwave,
Security, Cable hook-up.
$690/mo. + Utilities. Pets OK.

Terri Wade and Regtn81d X
a CHANGE is definitely needed. I know you can do it
-r.d.s.
Special Shot Out To:

(703) 820-7636
For Rent, Available March l ,
Spacious room in a well kept

BLACK REIGN
NAKED TRUTH
ONE STEPP BEYOND MADD
PROPPS
MARVIN MIZELL
ONYX
BLACK MAGIC

house, Near Slowe Hall. $270
mo. utilities included. Share
facilities with other mature , well
mannered, liberal minded students. Ammenities include
washer, dryer, hardwood floors,
security system and Free Cable

-code: BLACK produc-

IENEand AMIA
ASCENSIONIZE HOWARD
UNIVERSITY

for putting up with me. I love ~·
you.
-Elauna ·

GOOD LUCK I ENE AND
AMIA!
Shanise, Jerome, Taylor, and

Orande
'l'HROS'I' CAMP,
No more Booty Calls
.unill March 3rd!
Campaign Headquarters
Fireshooters,
You can't hold a
man down without
Staying down with him.
It 1s better to be part of a great
whole than to be a hole of a small
part.
'

CONVENIEN I, AFFORDABLE: Rooms to share in large
home 2 blocks from campus, utilities included ($225.00, R.A.
position), $325.00 per month.
Large English Basement available, $500.00 includes utilities ..... Garage available.
Room s for Rent - 300/mo., W/W

Car., AC/Heat, Wtb, 2 1/2 Bath,

·1eae and Aritia

Cable TV,, Porch/Bsmt, Quiet
Neighborhood, close to Wheaton
Metro - Must like Children/No

Smoking #(301) 949-6832
One room in a very nice house
and close to Howard U. for

- Michelle, Harold, Ramonica,
and Phil

$250.00 Call (301) 871-9136

Oooh Fred,

Roori1/Apts for rent: w/w carpet,
microwave, dishwasher, central
air/heat walk to subway/buss,
walk to HU. Rent starting at

Whenever I look at you, I smile.
You make me happy and I love

Dakar, Senegal-Saly, Senegal-

Month Free Call (301) 565-0320

noonday prayer. Wednesdays
and Fridays. 12 to I, ''Little

Banjul, Gambia July 28 - August
8. For further information con-

Chapel," Carnegie Building.

DORM BIBLE SI ODIES

tact Mary Richardson (202) 3283987 o' De. A. Adair (202) 8067307
HELP WAN'l'ED

Bible studies are being conducted
in Sutton Plaza, ''Reading ·
Room," Every Wednesday from
?PM to 8PM and in Meridian

Telemkt& w/2 yrs exp, business
major duties: Sales, Customer
Service & Direct Mail PT l pm5pm Flex & Saturdays Car a

Share this fully furnished 6 bedroom 2 bath house with an
English basement with 2 other
Howard students. Two single
rooms·available at $325 utilities
included. The English basement
will accomodate 2 students at

Hill, "TV Room," Every

plus-free pkg Call (202) 7831025
NAl'loNAt MARKETING
FIRM IS SEEKING AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS TO
WORK IN THE MARKETING,
MANAGEMENT, AND PUBLIC RELATIONS AREA OF
OUR BUSINESS:
$150 - $350 (comm) Per wk

3790

the Blackbum Forum, 6pm 7:30pm. Speaker: Rev. Kenneth

Spears. COME and BE
BLESSED!!
Cash for your AMEX/CON'l'INENTAL airline vouchers!

(202) 338-8044
NOONDAY PRAYER
Come enjoy the fellowship at

Sponsored b.y Tom Skinner
Associates.
a
'

Thursday from ?PM to 8PM.
Come explore an indepth study
of Jesus Christ and Practical
Living in The Kingdom of God .
Sponsored by Tom· Skinner
Associates.
'l'he lntemat1onal Fraternity of
Delta Sigma Pi ~
officially endorses:

you.

$275. Call (301) 336-3238
Roommate wanted to share 2 Br
apt. with female near Silver ·
Spring Metro . Free gym Second

I

Careerft!IH

W''tt' tkS:IOIC29-17MBzt.CB
...... TBlt~lll lll8 8798 kt. C8

•

1~

t87 811t8 kt. CB

'l'o brothers who masterminded
operation Hush! Hush! it started
out as 4-1 = 3 because ·he is a
faker, but transportation was
needed. Now it might be 4-2= 2
beca'use you 11ever forget about
the deuce & deuce you clown.
(Abandoned) Redeem Yourself

•

ability to do the thing right. INITIATIVE+ EFFICIENCY =
ASCENSION
'!'hank you for the pig. I hank you

zeta

for Sade. Thank you for the card.
You really made me feel special
Sunday. I hope I can make you
feel special everyday. Although
it's hard for you to believe, it is
really easy to love you.
Sunday was cool even though I
was flailing wildly and got very
deep physical and psychological
wounds

Sisterly, M.LA. PT. II
Sagacious
Happy Birthday Ju!

$325 each or I student at $475

2121//93

utilities included. Entire house
plus English basement is fully

-Sticky Fingaz and Situations

carpeted. Call Bea Carey (202)

It's thick like that It's fat like

291-1480 leave message
Commercial Space Avrulable 3
Offices, Overlooking Howard
University; On site Parking;

that. You will never have it like

THAT again!
So long BUDDY!
Hershel

B.B.A.M. -hone, B.B.A.M.-bone
Have U Heard?
t:s.o. JUSt thought I'd say HI
81 ALPINE from KIONGOZl

Thanks for your thoughts, now if
our schedules can hook up ...

M&R
She 1sn't a pig!!! And whenever
I'm with you, I feel special.

'
'
•

E
SU .........

high school teacher of
American History, American

I

'

government, or social

We pay tuition, fees,
books, room and bo&rd.

: :z
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FRFF ADMISSION
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For applications call:

1l'llil<!l .!lwllll<llO llli81<i1~
ll®'ill©m.U MU~IJP

'

~®Wliil<ililill<iliil

1 resume is $10
each additional resume only $1
Call (202) 234-2211
•

toll free 1-800-525-6928

A ontaloa of
a-11.~Corp.

,

studies may apply.

YOUR CAREER SEARCH
Prof111lonala1Graduates
C&F111r8111 expends your network

•

Mike Young, Gavin Beckford
and Susa.1 Picf.ett in your quest
for School of Business Student
Council
In case you didn't read the
announcements:
Happy Hour at Chuck &
Billy's today!!!

right thing, then efficiency is the

Innovation Through Ingenuity
To the Finer Women of
Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc . You continue
to amaze us.

College Seniors who are
interested in becoming a

•

GOOd Luck to Shaconda Walker,

Lead-Foot
40 King
If m1tauve is the ab1l1ty to do thE

District of Columbls
Grs,iuste Fellowship
Avs//sble

EXPEDITE .

'

Val

ASCENSIONLeadership Through Experience

'

Sexy MF

2718 Georgia Ave.

OK, Once Again

Used Furniture for sale at

Thanks for your drive and dedication!
Campaign Manager
Best Wishes to the ASCENSION
TEAM! Hollii, Kizzie, and
Bryan
]america
•
In the midst of controversy our
faith in each other must always
prevail for it lies in the ~nee
of true love

Indiana Club & the Show-MeState Club!

S.T., K.M.

I 100.00 negotiable (301) 3900452
FOR SALE

Elauna & FrarikHappy Anniversary. May the
next 2 years be as special as the
flfst.
-Kim
· J.d.h.c. o., b. 1.. w.d.r.,.m. e.e. t.
Ki, Lisa, and Niki : Here's your
stupid message! Go .to the
speakouts_and vote!!
The Evil ''Bourgeousie'' One!

sponsored by the

Krystal Meachem
This is the weekend. WAS' UP!

$24,000

Moderator Thursday February
25, 1993 Hilltop Lounge 6:30 pm

A.
c....re111 direct mall campaign wlll
ecc11111te your Job wrch by we9ks
or montha. Reech hundredl of com·
PMY declllon makers In leas than a
Wiik.

·•

It's been 2 happy years. Thanks

(301) 571-1998

-sos

Love, Shalon
ASCENSION Volunteers,

'F~ran~ki~e--~.~~~~~~~~-

Mr. Alvarez 387-4754 Landlord

ts HIP-HOP ready 4 H.R.A.M.'! 1
You DOn't Know'! Ask
Somebody! The foundation for
real change rests .with
THE
ASCENSION ... ascending to the
next plateau.
'lll8 has passed, sos thankS atl
who bought presents and praised
the day, Jam, Stace and Oh Hi!

CREW

Stephanie and Monica

to Wall Carpet and Gym (30 I)
559-8334.
1460 Euclid: I-Br $450-500 Mr.
Napper 483-8154 3228 Hiatt
Pl: Eff $375 2-Br $650-700 Mr.
Roman 234-2653 I300 Harvard:
I-Br $475, 2-Br $700 3-Br $800

B.B.A.M. Is COMING 2 A
TABLE NEAR U... (and it
"SHOW" aint no chitlins')

PEACE TO 'l'HE GRUNLEY

tions

Call. (202) 986-5423

I
S. & G.

H.O.S.A. Aids Awareness Week
volunteers Needed For more
Information Call 865-0147
WHBC w1ll be making Campus
History Be at the NC A & T
game for more information
Coming Soon E.E. Just Ph1
Sign1a Biologi~al Sciences Honor
Society
''Africa Rainbow Style'' D.C. N.Y. Connection to the
Motherland entail traveling to

29 1 ~
·

CHAPTER OF NAACP pre-

rn9M11ng co.lblets and lnt1rvlaws.

definitely is timely.

HIT THE BOOKS !
DITCH THE SOCIAL LIFE I
IT'S BUSINESS AS USUAL.
STAY FOCUSED

'l'HE HOWARD UNIVERSl'l'Y

quk:ldy wNle you coiKA11bataon

beds, mattresses, small tables.

All repairs under $50 Call John

for Christ

sents A Town Meeting ''ReExaming Issues at Howard
University'' Dr. Franklin Jenifer,

"Resolution for CHANGE"

SERVICES

NW/Mt.. Vernon
Square/Shaw/Union Station:

Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher/Wall

Vernon Archer (Vice President)

Desk, chairs, bookshelves, sofa-

''Money For College''
We Guarantee you will receive
either a scholarship, Grant or

Jacques Garibaldi • President
Stephanie Sims
- Vice President
Herman Warren - Treasurer
Melanie Alston • Secretary
'l'he Undergraduate Student

P.O. Box 404 H.U. Washington,

FORNI I'ORE BARGAINS!

superficial and melancoly "leaders"? Terri and Reginald, your j

Delivery, phone orders. (301)
699-1778

and Licensed (30 I) 567-0729
FORREN'!'

CYPRESS CREEK APARTMENTS $382.50 + UtiL

form-TODAY!~!

How long can Howard follow

9139

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS STUDENT COUNCIL 1993

is currently seeking volunteers
for the 1993 Spring Black Arts
.Festival. Please stop by Rooms
I 08 and 110 in the Blackbum
Center to fill out your volunteer

Cati 682-

$500 - $750 (comm) Per wk
FULL-TIME
FOR
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
ARNOLD
M. !OLIVET II (410) 832-6269
- BALT.
(202) 965-9132 D.C.

2 Bedrool1172 Bath for rent.

(202) 259-3473

"BIBLE TALK", Tuesdays inn

provoking play "ONCE UPON A
DREAM ... ". "ONCE UPON A

''EVOLUTION''

12-1 Muslim Students of H.U.

TRUTH shall make you free."

invites you to celebrate the
African-American heritage presented in the exciting, thought

'l'RE EXECU'I'IVE BoARD
OF THE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT ASSEMBLY
(U.G.S.A.) supports

Muslim Friday Prayer Every
Friday in Blackbum Center

LOCATION: HOWARD.' S
BLACKBURN CENTER,
FORUM FEBRUARY 24, I 993
3:00-5:00 p.m.

Shall know the TRUTH and the

can handle the TRUTH, NSBE

Bnan Nevel! wishes
Evolution good luck .
Jacques L. Garibaldi President
Stephanie Sims -Vice President
Herm'an A. Warren - Treasurer
Melanie A. Alston
-Secretary
School of Business Student
Council 1993 - 94
Keith Jackson wishes Evolution
good luck
Jacques Garibaldi
President
Stephanie Sims Vice President
Herman Warren
Treasurer
Melanie Alston
Secretary
School of Business Student
Council 93-94

The SIP is back The Mi ssiss ippi
Club will be meeting the 2nd &
4th Wednesday of every month
from 6:30-7:30 pm for the duration of the semester in Douglass
Hall Any Questions Contact
Robert E. Russum (President)

Azusa Campus Ministries
[Church of God in Christ
(COGIC) Missions] present

If you

Assembly (U.G.S.A .. )
supports
MONICA WILLIAMS
Undergraduate Trustee 1993

Assembly (U.G.S.A.)

School of Engin~ering ,
Auditorium
0
' 1'he Proper Education Of 'I'he
Black Student'' course begins
SHOP entitled:
Saturday in The School of
''How To Survive As A
Business at 6:00 Pm (orientation) Professional Visual. Performing.
and class at 7 :00 PM, in Rm 416. · Literary Artist''

Sponsored by The Howard

United 1n Progress
Shaconda Walker - President
Mike Young - Vice President
Gavin Beckford - Secretary
Susan Pickett - Treasurer
'l'he Executive Board of the
Undergraduate Student

Completed application
deadline is March 26, 1993.

··------
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